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ABSTRACT
The development of advanced launch vehicles requires an understanding of the coupling
between the vehicle design, trajectory management, staging strategy, and feasible mission
performance. An integrated design, trajectory, and control analysis methodology was
developed in previous Draper research to systematically acquire this type of design trade
information. In this research effort, the methodology is extended to account for variable
environment effects.
The methodology is applied to a staged rocket vehicle concept and the effects of
atmospheric density and eastern wind variations are included. The effects of the
environment variations are important because feasible mission performance, such as
payload delivered to a target orbit, may be sensitive to winds and density fluctuations in the
upper atmosphere. Methods are required to generate designs that optimize average
performance while assuring that a resulting design and trajectory have limited sensitivity to
the primary sources of variability.
The integrated design, trajectory, and control algorithm is discussed including algorithm
numerical issues encountered during the research. A two stage rocket example is defined
and associated vehicle and environment models are presented. A chapter has been
dedicated to properly define all of the partial derivatives. Upper stage and two stage rocket
vehicle demonstrations are discussed. The demonstrations optimize vehicle fuel and dry
mass for a given payload delivered to orbit. Furthermore, specific force and dynamic
pressure inequality constraints are enforced and environment variability effects are
included. Finally, design trade information and mission performance consequences are
discussed to assess the vehicle's robustness in the presence of the environment variability.
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U diagonal matrix of time functions to weight elements of the control variation
vector
u control vector
ui ith element of the control vector
UR control for the ith rocket propulsion system
uo a step function that changes from a value of 0 to 1 at a value indicated in
brackets
V diagonal matrix of constants to weight elements of the vector v variation
Vei ith stage rocket engine equivalent exhaust velocity (m/s)
v vector containing design parameters p and staging times ts
vf vehicle velocity magnitude relative to the free stream (m/s)
vfl vehicle velocity component relative to the free stream, pointing east (m/s)
vl horizontal LVLH velocity component, pointing east (m/s)
v2 vertical LVLH velocity component, pointing toward the Earth (m/s)
w thickness of tank wall with insulation (m)
w wind velocity component, pointing east (m/s)
x state vector
x coefficient for the cubic spline equation
xi ith component of the state vector
xio i th component of the state vector at ground level
XL distance from cone tip to beginning of laminar flow region (m)
3 viscosity constant (1.458E-06 kg/(s m K 1/2))
8 free stream relative vehicle heading as projected on a horizontal surface
moving at the wind velocity, with angular displacement measured from due
east (deg)
ci cone semiapex angle for the ith stage (deg)
Evehicle structural coefficient
(Qi rocket throttle setting for the ith stage - it has a value of zero before the
applicable staging time
01 terminal cost term due to states
01, partial derivative of the terminal cost term 01 with respect to the state vector
02 terminal cost term due to vehicle design parameters
2, partial derivative of the terminal cost term 02 with respect to the design
parameter vector
3 terminal cost term due to elapsed flight time
F propellant exhaust specific heat variable
y vehicle flight path angle relative to the free stream (deg)
7a constant ratio of specific heats for air (1.4)
Ye constant ratio of specific heats for propellant exhaust (1.3)
(P yaw angle offset of the rocket thrust vector from the velocity vector (deg)
A matrix influence function of equality constraints
A1 sub-matrix influence function that includes state equality constraint effects
A2  sub-matrix influence function that includes design parameter equality
constraint effects
X costate vector
,Ci cone fineness ratio for the ith stage
,i cone-cylinder fineness ratio for the ith stage
I vehicle latitude (deg)
v vehicle longitude (deg)
Va kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s)
0 pitch angle offset of the rocket thrust vector from the vehicle velocity vector
(deg)
pf earth atmospheric density (kg/m3)
Pfac linear atmospheric density scaling factor
PH density of liquid hydrogen propellant (kg/m3)
Po density of liquid oxygen propellant(kg/m 3)
PT density of tank wall with insulation (kg/m3)
Pvar linear variation factor used to calculate the linear atmospheric density scaling
factor
I terminal time of the trajectory - defined as launch condition (s)
9 state integration cutoff function
L21 state integration cutoff function at ground level
K22 state integration cutoff function measured throughout the trajectory
Ox partial derivative of the state integration cutoff function with respect to the
state vector
Earth rotation rate (rad/s)
Y equality constraint vector
W12 the yaw angle offset of the thrust vector from the local vertical plane (deg)
Tp derivative of the equality constraint vector with respect to the design
parameter vector
Y x derivative of the equality constraint vector with respect to the state vector
Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Members of the Senate Intelligence and Senate Armed Services committees and
the House Science, Space and Technology committee have recently prepared a
comprehensive and critical review of U.S. space launch capabilities [20]. The report
criticized U.S. launch vehicles as being too complex, fragile and performance-driven. The
result is that current launch vehicles require complex inspection and checkout, are
operationally constrained, and have tight reliability margins. This will make it difficult to
satisfy the wide range of advanced civilian and military space operations proposed for the
next twenty- five years. There is also a need to raise the annual domestic payload capacity
of existing launch vehicles by as much as 5,000,000 lb per year. Current payload costs for
a low earth orbit launch range from $3,000 to $5,000 per pound [6]. Achieving the desired
lift capacity at this cost is not only economically prohibitive but well beyond the capacity of
existing vehicles such as the Shuttle and Titan 4. Consequently, given this evidence there
is again renewed interest in drafting legislation to support development of a new U.S.
launch system. The fundamental change in the U.S. approach to developing new launch
systems will place emphasis on launchers that are simple, rugged, cost-driven and
economically justifiable [20], [24].
Satisfying these new goals requires a careful analysis of launch vehicle options.
The development of new launch vehicles requires a determination of the combined system
configurations and design specific operational trajectories that maximize mission
performance while satisfying operational and physically derived constraints. The launch
vehicle may have significant coupling between the vehicle design, trajectory management,
staging strategy, and feasible mission performance. Preliminary analysis of alternative
launch concepts becomes even more challenging because any given development program
will entertain a variety of system concepts, including a range of technology options for each
subsystem. The challenge facing designers of a new generation of launch vehicles is to
provide the basis for a valid comparison between fundamentally different system design
architectures.
These concerns motivated the development of a deterministic methodology that
simultaneously considers vehicle design, trajectory, and control with respect to strict
mathematical performance measures [12]. This methodology has been further developed
with Draper Laboratory R&D and contract funds, and has been used in the analysis of a
variety of hypersonic vehicle design concepts [1], [9], [13], [14]. Most recently, an MIT
study has been investigating techniques to effectively utilize the integrated analysis
technique for Mars precision entry/landing vehicles [5].
1.2 Research Objectives
The integrated configuration, trajectory, and control design strategy offers the
potential to systematically develop valuable design trade information. While the
deterministic methodology has been demonstrated for preliminary hypersonic vehicle
design and mission strategy analysis, it may be extremely useful in the development and
analysis of other advanced launch vehicles and may also be extendible to account for some
random environment effects. Recently, the integrated analysis methodology was extended
to explicitly treat uncertainty in the environment for a new design concept. Martian
atmospheric variability was included in an MIT design study of a Mars precision
entry/landing vehicle [5].
The effects of environment uncertainties in an integrated analysis methodology for
staged rocket launch vehicle designs have yet to be determined. Understanding these
effects are important because feasible mission performance, such as payload delivered to a
target orbit, may be sensitive to the effects of high winds in the upper atmosphere, making
the coupling between the vehicle design dependent aerodynamics and the trajectory
management strategy particularly significant. To adequately assess the performance of
proposed rocket vehicles in a variable atmospheric environment, methods are required to
generate designs that optimize average performance while assuring that a resulting design
and trajectory have limited sensitivity to the primary sources of uncertainty.
The goal of this research effort is to develop and demonstrate the capability to
simultaneously address configuration and control trades for a staged rocket launch vehicle
while including the effects of environment uncertainties. The goal is achieved with the
completion of the following schedule of objectives:
1) Adapt the configuration, trajectory, and control optimization algorithm to
accommodate a rocket launch vehicle concept.
2) Select and implement both design and atmospheric uncertainty models.
3) Apply an upper stage rocket example to experiment with the algorithm's
capabilities.
4) Apply a two stage rocket example with atmospheric variability to
demonstrate and assess the capabilities of the integrated analysis
methodology.
5) Identify mission performance consequences due to environment uncertainty
effects and assess implications for guidance and control design.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The integrated design, trajectory, and control methodology is presented in
Chapter Two. Relevant equations used in the development of both control and parameter
variational equations are illustrated. The optimization algorithm is also depicted in various
flow diagrams with an explanation of the overall algorithm structure. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the algorithm numerical issues encountered during this
research effort.
The mathematical relations specifically related to a rocket launch vehicle concept
are presented in Chapter Three. Proper coordinate systems are defined and a first order
vehicle dynamics model is presented. A mathematical cost function is discussed to
adequately define a mass performance measure. Finally, cutoff conditions and necessary
boundary constraints are included for the rocket problem.
Chapter Four discusses the mathematical models that are required to represent a
simplified rocket design concept as well as pertinent atmospheric characteristics.
Parametric models representing vehicle geometry, mass, aerodynamics, and propulsion
performance are furnished throughout the chapter. Chapter Four closes with a discussion
of the parametric models used to represent the earth atmosphere.
The optimization methodology requires the development of numerous partial
derivative formulas. Boundary condition, cost function, and state equation partial
derivatives are shown in the first three sections of Chapter Five. The remaining two
sections of the chapter are dedicated to the vehicle model and environment model partial
derivatives.
An upper stage rocket configuration was used to experiment with the optimization
algorithm's capabilities. The results of this study are provided in Chapter Six. Specific
force and wind disturbance effects are included in the discussion.
A more realistic two stage rocket design was used to demonstrate and assess the
optimization algorithm's full capabilities. Chapter Seven presents the results of this
analysis. Specific force and dynamic pressure inequality constraints were enforced during
the optimization runs. Mean, head, and tail wind disturbances were added to assess their
effect in the integrated analysis methodology. Independent atmospheric density variations
were also included to assess their individual impact in the optimization analysis. Finally,
combined wind and density uncertainties are implemented. Launch vehicle design
robustness and performance is evaluated in the presence of both wind and density
uncertainties. The sensitivity of resulting vehicle designs and trajectories due to the
environment variations is examined.
Finally, Chapter Eight summarizes the results of this research effort.
Recommendations for future research are also included.
An extensive Appendix is included in this thesis to efficiently organize and
present the graphical results of the optimization runs. Appendix A displays the state,
control, and constraint graphs for the upper stage vehicle demonstration. Appendix B
shows the state, control, constraint graphs for the two stage vehicle demonstration.
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Chapter Two
GENERALIZED OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM FORMULATION
2.1 Optimization Algorithm Discussion
The following discussion [15] is reviewed to obtain an understanding of the
mathematical relations used in the algorithm formulation. References [12] and [17] provide
additional theoretical discussions. The integrated design, trajectory, and control algorithm
is based on a gradient/steepest descent method for solving two-point boundary value
problems. The algorithm accommodates both equality and inequality constraints while
optimizing performance with respect to states and design parameters. The equality
constraints are necessary for two-point boundary value problems to enforce target states at
the desired end-of-trajectory. The inequality constraints are utilized to account for
physically derived limits such as specific force and dynamic pressure.
The optimization problem is addressed by first defining the vehicle state dynamics
as a function of state variables, x, time dependent controls, u, design parameters, p, and
staging times, t,.
= dx= f(x,u,p,ts) (2.1)dt
Application of the integrated optimization methodology requires the definition of a
mathematical cost function, J, used to characterize the performance of the system.
J(r) = lI(x(T)) + 02(P)+ 03(1) L(x(t),u(t),p) dt (2.2)
Notice that the integration time scale is defined backwards. The scale value 0 corresponds
to the desired earth orbit condition and t corresponds to the defined launch condition. This
is necessary to permit the proper treatment of equality constraints that include both states
and design parameters.
A boundary condition on the state alone is needed at the terminal time to define a
cutoff condition for integration purposes.
0(x()) =  (2.3)
A Hamiltonian, H, is constructed after defining a costate vector, X. The costate
vector is obtained by backwards integration of Equation (2.5). The boundary condition
needed for backwards integration is obtained by evaluating the costate at r, corresponding
to launch conditions. The backwards integration boundary condition is shown in Equation
(2.6).
H = L + X f (2.4)
d = - 1- L (2.5)
XT(T)= - 1, f + 3 - La x I (2.6)
ax f
Hamiltonian derivatives are required in the mathematical analysis that defines the
perturbation calculations. The Hamiltonian derivative with respect to controls can be
expressed by a relationship that requires both integral cost and state derivative partials with
respect to the control vector.
Hu= Lu + T fu (2.7)
In addition, the Hamiltonian derivative with respect to vehicle design parameters can be
expressed by a relationship that requires both integral cost and state derivative partials with
respect to the parameter vector.
Hp = Lp + iT fp (2.8)
An equality constraint vector, I, is constructed to accommodate the terminal state
boundary conditions defined at the forward integration cutoff time. In addition, design
parameter dependent constraints on the vehicle are included.
Y(x(t),p) = 0 (2.9)
The influence of the equality constraints is factored into the problem at the
terminal time by defining an additional adjoint variable, A. The influence function is
obtained by backwards integration of Equation (2.10) using both Equation (2.11) and
Equation (2.12). The backward integration boundary condition needed for the
determination of the influence function is obtained by evaluating the influence function at
the forward cutoff time. The boundary condition is shown in Equation (2.13) and
Equation (2.14).
dA =-ATA (2.10)dt
A =[f f]p (2.11)
A = Al (2.12)
A2
A )=-fx) 1' (2.13)
S= x f(2.14)
AT) =- 7ip (2.14)
The following Equations (2.15)-(2.22) are utilized to simplify the notation of the
algorithm variational equations.
HT dt + 2)
ST(ts,) (f ,
XT(tS2) (f 2
- f I)
V
(2.15)
p
ts,
ts2
*/
(2.16)
M=[-_A 0) - AT(ts,) (f,- fs,) AT(ts2) (f
I= AT f U fuTA, dt
Ipj = Afu U HT dt
Ijj = Hu U H T dt
B = (I, + MV MT)'
C = (I,. + M V g)
fS2) (2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
Equation (2.23) and Equation (2.24) are the variational equations used to perturb
both the desired control history and vehicle design parameters on successive iterations.
u = - U (f A B C, T + C (H - fTA B C)) (2.23)
v = - V (MT B C, I + Cj (g - MT B C)) (2.24)
where:
S dJs + (IT B + gT V MT B)C, (2.25)
jj- BC + gT V g - gT V MT B C
The iterations are continued until eventually achieving vehicle performance
optimality while satisfying all applicable constraints. Specification of dJs and Cv, along
with the diagonal step-size weighting matrices U and V, are critical to the numerical
stability and convergence of the algorithm. These variables are discussed in more detail in
the following sections of this chapter.
2.2 Optimization Algorithm Structure
The optimization methodology presented in the previous section was coded in
FORTRAN [18] and exercised on a SUN workstation. The structure of the algorithm used
in this research effort is discussed below. The various subroutines and computations are
illustrated in three flow diagrams: top level, forward integration, and backward integration.
An explanation is also included to describe the flow diagram components and the variables
associated with each component.
2.2.1 Top Level Algorithm Structure
The top level algorithm structure shown in Figure 2.1 defines the basic operating
process. There are seven subroutines that comprise this level of operation.
MATRIX
Optimization Iteration
Figure 2.1: Top Level Flow Diagram
The COMMON file is used to define the variables that are used globally
throughout the algorithm. Careful attention must be paid to assure that local and global
declared variables are indeed different. Overlapping of variables results in a false exchange
of information between subroutines.
Initial controls, parameters, staging times, and states are introduced with the
INPUTS subroutine. In addition, algorithm flags and switches are initialized. A namelist
is used to supplement the INPUTS subroutine. This allows the user to enter many of the
algorithm's initial variables through the namelist instead of compiling the INPUTS
subroutine for each run. There are two options used to initialize the control history when
using the algorithm. When an optimization run is first started, the user has an option to
construct a piecewise linear control history by manipulating numbers within the INPUTS
subroutine. If the user terminates a run before completion, there is an option to use a
previously stored control history.
The optimization iteration is supported by two math utility subroutines: MATRIX
and LINPAC. Both FWDINT and BCKINT require extensive mathematical calculations.
The MATRIX subroutine provides the necessary matrix algebra functions for both of these
subroutines. The LINPAC subroutine provides the matrix inversion function that is
required by the BCKINT subroutine.
The optimization iteration employs two subroutines: FWDINT and BCKINT.
These subroutines execute the constraint reduction and cost improvement strategies. The
first strategy reduces the constraint violation until a specified limit is achieved. This limit is
defined by a weighted root-sum square of the constraint violations. When the violation
decreases to the specified limit, the cost improvement strategy is initiated. The cost
improvement objective is to decrease both the distributed and terminal cost terms while
continuing to satisfy the constraints. However, cost improvement steps sometimes cause
the constraint violation to exceed the specified limit during periods of the optimization
process. When this occurs, the cost improvement strategy is disengaged and the constraint
reduction strategy continues. This optimization process continues to alternate between the
two strategies until a converged solution emerges.
The primary purpose of both FWDINT and BCKINT is to numerically integrate
the variables used to compute control and parameter variations. A fourth-order Runge-
Kutta technique accomplishes both the forward and backward numerical integration.
Forward integration begins from target orbit initial conditions and propagates toward the
terminal conditions. Forward integration concludes when a cutoff condition, based on the
terminal equality constraints, has been satisfied. Now the backward integration is
implemented to accumulate required costate and influence function data. Next, both
forward and backward integration data are used to calculate the control and parameter
perturbations. The integration process continues until an optimal solution is reached or the
user terminates the program. At this time, the STOREU subroutine reads and writes the
control, parameter, and algorithm information to a separate file. This file is used to
initialize the algorithm to continue with the optimization run.
2.2.2 Forward Integration Algorithm Structure
The forward integration process involves many subroutines that exchange
numerous amounts of data. The forward integration structure is shown in the flow diagram
of Figure 2.2. The various subroutine output variables are presented in Table 2.1 to
understand the exchange of information more clearly.
Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Integration Step Routine
From INPUTS Initialize
SVEHSET DETFWD Integration ATMOS VEHREL VEHAER
From MATRIX Step
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FWDCH Logic Derivative VEHAIR
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To BCKINT
'ITFUNS FWDHIT PENDYN VEHDY VEHSUM
L--------------------
Figure 2.2: Forward Integration Flow Diagram
The algorithm input variables enter the forward integration and are first used by
the VEHSET subroutine. This subroutine initializes the rocket vehicle properties at the
beginning of the integration and again at the staging time. Since the integration begins from
the target orbit condition, upper stage configuration properties are applied first. When the
staging time is reached, both upper stage and lower stage vehicle properties are considered.
Once the vehicle properties have been defined, the DETFWD subroutine
determines where in the trajectory the integration will occur: before staging time, at the
staging time, or after the staging time. This information triggers various algorithm flags
and switches to be used during the integration step routine. After exiting DETFWD,
initialization of the integration step occurs.
The Runge-Kutta integration loop executes four times to ascertain the value of
four numerical integration coefficients. Each loop passage builds upon the information
acquired from the previous loop. The loop begins by calling the ATMOS subroutine. This
subroutine defines all the necessary earth atmospheric properties and calculates values for
the speed of sound, kinematic viscosity, and vehicle specific impulse. VEHREL is called
next to compute the airmass relative parameters such as Mach number, dynamic pressure,
flight path angle, and free stream heading. The drag properties of the rocket vehicle,
namely the drag coefficient, are determined from the equations that compose the VEHAER
subroutine. The algorithm begins calculating new parameters using information acquired
Subroutines Output Variables
am am
VEHSET mD, Sa,
0p ax
DETFWD algorithm flags, switches, and time steps
das Ispc dpf dTf dw apfATMOS as, Ispc, pf, Tf w, , , 9r a, ar r r r
ar ar ar ar ar ar
aQ ar ayVEHREL Mf, Q, vf, 7,
ax ax ax
_CD dCD
VEHAER CD,  __D
_p ax
aD 0D D DT
VEHAIR D, T, 4,
p 'u ax allUR
da da da dF dF dF
VEHSUM a, F m,
_p au ax ap au ax
Of Of df
VEHDYN f,
ap' u' ax
PENDYN
p' au ax
Integration Logic integral of f and L
Partial Derivative df f f dL dL
Storage f,
p u' ax ap au ax
FWDCHK, a,
ax
dP1 d( 2 d 3 d' duTTFUNS J, Pi, 02, T3, x d2 d3 dp dx
ax 9p dt 'p ax
Table 2.1: Forward Integration Subroutine Output Variables
from the previous three subroutine calls. Both aerodynamic and propulsion forces are
ascertained from VEHAIR, while the VEHSUM routine performs an external force
summation on the vehicle. The installation of both state and inequality constraint dynamics
occurs using VEHDYN and PENDYN respectively. Finally, all previous information is
assembled to compute a first order integration of the vehicle state and distributed cost.
Both state and inequality constraint partial derivatives are stored on the first pass of the
integration step routine before executing the next loop iteration.
After exiting the step integration routine, a check is executed by FWDCHK to
determine if the vehicle trajectory has satisfied the integration cutoff condition. If the cutoff
condition has not been reached, preparation begins for another integration step. Otherwise,
further integration is terminated and the algorithm moves to the FWDHIT routine. This is
an iterative routine that repeats integration of the last time step until the cutoff condition
converges within a given tolerance.
After integration in the forward direction is complete, TTFUNS computes
terminal cost functions and constraint violations. The values are stored and the algorithm
proceeds to BCKINT for the next phase of numerical integration.
A summary of the subroutine functional descriptions is shown in Table 2.2.
Subroutines Functional Descriptions
VEHSET Initialize vehicle geometry and dry mass properties.
DETFWD Determine trajectory location relative to vehicle staging.
ATMOS Determine earth atmospheric properties.
VEHREL Compute airmass relative parameters.
VEHAER Calculate aerodynamic drag coefficient.
VEHAIR Ascertain aerodynamic and propulsion forces.
VEHSUM Perform vehicle external force summation.
VEHDYN Assemble state dynamics.
PENDYN Assemble inequality constraint dynamics.
FWDCHK Evaluate integration cutoff condition.
FWDHIT Integrate final time step.
TTFUNS Compute terminal cost functions and constraint violations.
Table 2.2: Forward Integration Subroutine Functional Descriptions
2.2.3 Backward Integration Algorithm Structure
The backward integration structure is shown in the flow diagram of Figure 2.3.
BCKINT integrates the variables that are used to calculate both parameter and control
perturbations using data collected during the forward routines. Similar to the forward
integration, the backward integration involves a variety of subroutines that exchange
information. A discussion of the subroutines follows and a description of the output
variables is included in Table 2.3.
Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Integration Step Routine
From FWDINT Initialize Initialize F7
Backward DETBCK Integration AMDYN EQCDYN
Integration Step
Backward
Integration AMDY
Storage
To STOREU Variable Integration Integration
ADJUST Calculation Check Logic INFDYN
Figure 2.3: Backward Integration Flow Diagram
BCKINT begins with an initialization of variables used at the beginning of the
backward integration step routine. Boundary conditions for the costate vector and equality
constraint influence matrices are defined before moving to the WGTCAL routine.
WGTCAL was developed to aid the user in estimating the metrics for a given
iteration. Both the control and parameter weighting matrices are computed based on the
user's choice of various weighting options. The first option allows the user to define a
time-varying diagonal control matrix for each integration step. Another option specifies a
constant diagonal control matrix for each integration step. Both options employ a constant
diagonal parameter matrix.
The DETBCK subroutine is similar to the function of DETFWD. DETBCK
determines the forward integration characteristics needed for the backward integration step
by defining where the integration step is to occur. The integration step occurs before the
Subroutines Output Variables
WGTCAL U, V
DETBCK algorithm flags, switches, and time steps
dtLAMDN dt
EQCDYN dAl dA2EQCDYNd dt
HAMDYN
ap au
dIJ dly
INFDYN dt' dt ' dt
Integration Logic IJJ, fJ ,X, Al, A2, HP
Backward Integration aH
Storage X, Ai,
au
Variable Calculation g, M
ADJUST B, C, Cj, Su, 8v
Table 2.3: Backward Integration Subroutine Output Variables
staging time, at the staging time, or after the staging time. By obtaining this information
various algorithm flags and switches are triggered and passed to the beginning of the
backward integration step routine. At this point, all variables to be used in the integration
process are initialized.
A fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique is engaged to calculate the four coefficients
used in the integration approximation. Stored data from the forward pass is accessed in the
backward pass in addition to interpolating required data. Again a loop is executed four
times to acquire the necessary dynamics information. At the beginning of each loop, the
LAMDYN subroutine is called to compute the costate dynamics. This is followed by a call
to EQCDYN to accumulate equality constraint influence dynamics. The costate information
is collected and passed to HAMDYN, which assembles Hamiltonian partial derivative
information. Finally, INFDYN uses the equality constraint information to construct
influence function dynamics. All the dynamics information is combined with the
integration logic to construct a first-order integration approximation of the influence
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functions. The first loop is terminated after storing the costate, influence function, and
Hamiltonian partial with respect to controls.
Upon exiting the Runge-Kutta loop, a check is conducted to determine if all
variables have been integrated for the trajectory. If the integration is to continue,
preparation begins in DETBCK. Otherwise, backward integration is terminated and
additional variables are calculated using the new integration information.
All necessary information has been stored for the final phase of BCKINT after
completing both the forward and backward integration. The ADJUST subroutine compiles
the accumulated information and finally computes and applies perturbations to the controls,
parameters, and staging times.
At this point, there are two options for the user. The optimization process
continues until a user specified iteration limit is reached or the algorithm executes a final
subroutine. When the iteration limit is reached, STOREU is called to store the variables
that would allow continuing the optimization procedure at a future time.
From this discussion, it is evident that the algorithm requires extensive numerical
calculations. The user faces the difficult task of observing all calculations to ensure
successful algorithm manipulation and resulting optimal solution convergence. This task
becomes easier with careful attention to the numerical issues discussed in the next section.
A summary of the subroutine functional descriptions is shown in Table 2.4.
Subroutines Functional Descriptions
WGTCAL Estimate metrics for a given iteration.
DETBCK Determine trajectory location relative to vehicle staging.
LAMDYN Compute costate dynamics.
EQCDYN Calculate equality constraint influence dynamics.
HAMDYN Assemble Hamiltonian partial derivatives.
INFDYN Construct influence function dynamics.
ADJUST Apply perturbations to controls, parameters, and staging times.
Table 2.4: Backward Integration Subroutine Functional Descriptions
2.3 Algorithm Numerical Issues
Many factors contribute to the successful management of the optimization
algorithm. To assure good algorithm performance, attention must be focused on a few key
application specific issues. These include proper weighting terms and cost step size
strategies, suitable boundary condition choices, specified control bounds, and an
appropriate cutoff condition. It was necessary to spend a considerable amount of time to
identify and treat the issues because failure to do so often resulted in poor algorithm
performance, unstable convergence, and unrealistic solutions.
2.3.1 Weighting Terms And Cost Step Size Strategies
One of the most crucial issues involves the choice of weights and a cost step size
during the optimization process. Proper choice of the weights and cost step size allows the
algorithm to balance both the effort to improve constraint violations and the attempt to find
an optimal control and parameter solution. The variables involved in the weight term
specification include the diagonal matrices Cy, U, and V. The cost step selection involves
the proper choice of dJs.
An improvement in constraint violations for each iteration is accomplished by
setting Cy, to a requested level of reduction. In general, values of the order 10-3 are used
when the optimization process begins and slowly increased to a value of 1.0 as the solution
is approached. The values selected are usually obtained by a trial and error method.
Correct values yielded a uniform convergence in constraint violations. Failure to select an
appropriate value resulted in various problems. The most common problem was the
unstable behavior of the constraints that occurred if one or more of the requested constraint
improvement values was too large. This resulted in the divergence of constraint violations
instead of constraint convergence. Large transient responses in vehicle states and controls
often occurred near the terminal boundary conditions if the constraint violation request was
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too large, but yet not large enough to cause unstable behavior. Care had to be taken to
assure that the resulting control transients did not map into a region of control variable
insensitivity. After repeated use of the algorithm, the region of effective constraint
improvement was ascertained and associated problems were minimized.
Each control, design parameter, and staging time is weighted separately in the
perturbation calculations by specifying values in the diagonal matrices U and V. This
weight value emphasizes the relative improvement capability of each variable during an
optimization iteration. The weighting matrices were continually monitored throughout an
optimization run to assure acceptable algorithm performance. This is required because the
relative sensitivity of the weighting variables changes as the solution approaches optimality.
Failure to correct inaccurate gains usually caused divergent steps in cost and/or constraints.
A trial and error method was applied to determine current weighting sensitivity.
Another important issue concerning the U and V matrices had to be resolved. It
was determined that the chosen gains yielding the most improvement were usually too large
in magnitude. This presented a problem when the algorithm required an inversion of a
matrix containing factors of both the U and V matrices. An ill-conditioned matrix
composed of inaccurate data was usually the result after the inversion. This information
propagated through the numerical calculations causing highly nonlinear and unstable
algorithm behavior. To resolve this problem a normalization technique was applied to the
matrices. The magnitude problem was reduced by normalizing each matrix by one of its
components and then rescaling to establish current sensitivity regions. After repeated use
of the algorithm, the best results occurred by normalizing the V matrix with respect to
vehicle length or staging time depending upon current weighting sensitivity. The U matrix
did not require normalizing after the V matrix was corrected.
Finally, by choosing a specified cost improvement, dJs, the overall step size of
control, design parameter, and staging time perturbations is scaled. If correct values of
CpV, U, and V have been chosen then the specified cost improvement is usually achieved.
If the requested cost and actual cost improvement differ substantially, the following steps
usually resolve the conflict. Always verify that the values of CFy, U, and V have been
established correctly. The majority of the time this was the issue to be resolved. The
magnitude of the requested cost improvement is the next important issue to confirm. Again
there is a region of sensitivity that has to be determined. If dJs is too small the algorithm
operates in a sluggish manner and cost diverges in most cases. However, if dJs is too
large the algorithm perturbations are scaled in a way that causes a highly nonlinear and
often unstable step. The result is usually an extreme constraint violation and eventual
numerical overflow error of some part of the algorithm. In general, dJ decreases in
magnitude as the optimal solution is approached. dJs values as high as 10,000 were used
early in the optimization without causing stability problems. dJs was decreased slowly to
values as low as 0.1 near the optimal solution. A trial and error method was also used for
this procedure.
2.3.2 Selection Of Initial And Terminal Boundary Conditions
Several different boundary conditions are required to effectively treat the launch
vehicle trajectory design. An initial state vector defines the target orbit boundary condition
where the forward integration routine begins. It is also necessary to apply terminal equality
constraints to enforce the target states at the desired trajectory end condition. Besides the
state equality constraints, it is also necessary to enforce design parameter equality
constraints at the trajectory end. The design parameter constraints require the propellant to
match available tank volume. Initial application of assigned boundary condition values
introduced new problems warranting further investigation of more suitable boundary
conditions.
The initial state vector was the first boundary condition to be analyzed. An upper
stage example used to experiment with the algorithm's capabilities employed an initial state
vector as shown in Equation (2.27). The definition of x is shown in Equation (2.26)
r
V
x = (2.26)
v 2
mi
m2
6,541,766
0
7,806
x(0) = 0 (2.27)
0
0
This target condition corresponds to an equatorial circular orbit at an altitude of
185 kilometers. The problem that resulted is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Effect Of Initial State Vector Choice
Approximately 20% of the solution involves a throttle down region to the
intended target orbit. This is not an unusual occurrence since many launch profiles exhibit
throttle down regions and additional stage ignitions to circularize an orbit. Space Shuttle
ascent guidance strategies often necessitate one if not two Orbital Maneuvering System
burns to circularize an orbit. However, this research is concerned with the effects of
environment variations during powered ascent. This is because many of the atmospheric
properties associated with the throttle down phase are negligible. Therefore, location of
main engine cutoff in a realistic ascent profile could be used as a more suitable boundary
condition. The launch sequence for the first Space Shuttle flight [7], [8] indicated main
engine cutoff occurred at an altitude of 63 nautical miles. This placed the orbiter in an 81 x
13 nautical mile orbit. Using these values and equations from [3], [4] yielded a more
appropriate engine cutoff state vector as depicted in Equation (2.28).
6,473,766
0
7,829
x() -67 (2.28)
0
0
This target condition corresponded to a 150 x 24 kilometer elliptical orbit at an
altitude of 117 kilometers. It was applied in the two stage launch vehicle analysis and led
to the elimination of upper stage coast phases.
Careful attention was directed toward initializing terminal state boundary
conditions. Enforcing terminal states was accomplished by merging the terminal state
vector into equality constraints and a cutoff condition. Algorithm difficulties resulted when
enforcing the terminal state boundary condition shown in Equation (2.29).
6,356,766
free
x(t) = 0 (2.29)
mv,
my 2
Since the upper stage example never enforced these particular constraints, the
problem was uncovered only when attempting to implement the two stage example. The
difficulty arose when trying to enforce a ground velocity condition of zero. Figure 2.5
shows the flight path angle deviation near the ground when enforcing the original boundary
condition.
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Figure 2.5: Effect Of Terminal Boundary Condition Choice
Notice the angle changes from 70 degrees to 10 degrees when a flight path angle of 90
degrees was desired. However, as the velocity approached zero the flight path angle partial
differential equations approached infinity due to inverse velocity terms. The erroneous
flight path angle information propagated through the algorithm dynamics, which eventually
caused numerical overflow errors on the workstation.
A more manageable boundary condition, shown in Equation (2.30), was
implemented and its effect upon the flight path angle is displayed in Figure 2.5. The flight
path angle approaches an angle of 90 degrees due to enforcing slight radial and eastern
velocity terminal conditions. To reduce the design impact of the additional velocity terms
on the initial booster stage, a fuel usage correction term for the short, removed flight phase
was added to the first stage storage capacity. This was accomplished using the propulsion
performance model to estimate the amount of fuel consumed during initial engine ignition
and operation.
6,356,766
free
0.1
x(t) = -10 (2.30)
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2.3.3 Throttle Control Bounds
There may be a need to impose constraints on some of the controls. For instance,
upper and lower bounds may be required on the throttle setting. However, this was
avoided by using a nonlinear mapping of the throttle control into a control space that has no
specified bounds. By using this approach, additional constraint variables were eliminated
from the methodology. Although this approach removed one additional computation
burden, it created an additional boundary concern. When using a nonlinear mapping
technique, care must be exercised to avoid mapping variables into insensitive regions of the
control space. The ith stage throttle control mapping is shown in Equation (2.31).
Di =  1 (2.31)
1 + u2i
Problems with the mapping occurred during initial upper stage demonstrations. Early
optimization iterations resulted in initial full throttle setting solutions. A full throttle
solution was acquired by forcing the control, URi, to approach zero so the mapping function
produced a full throttle setting, (Qi, of 1.0. The need to reduce the throttle setting increased
as the optimization progressed. However, the throttle control had mapped into a region
very close to zero. This provided poor algorithm performance and prevented converging to
solutions that were optimal. Some cases resulted in unstable behavior when the mapping
of control values exceeded the significant digit capability of the workstation. The problem
was corrected by placing a lower bound of 1.OE-04 on the throttle control. An upper
bound on the throttle control was not needed because correcting the initial state boundary
condition eliminated the possibility of zero throttle setting solutions.
2.3.4 Integration Cutoff Conditions
Choosing a trajectory integration cutoff condition required careful attention.
Failing to identify a proper cutoff condition resulted in non-monotonic functional behavior.
In this research effort, selection of specific cutoff criteria had to account for backward
integration from the target orbit to ground level launch conditions. The criterion had to
clearly define the ground level ending point of the trajectory integration process. This
usually occurred with the crossover of a terminal state boundary condition.
A sea-level launch altitude condition was chosen first, but was not a satisfactory
choice. Problems resulted because the constraint violations were measured by a composite
index that allowed considerable movement of the terminal states before an algorithmic
constraint violation threshold was exceeded. As the terminal state activity progressed, the
velocity crossed the target value threshold prior to altitude, resulting in a large enough
divergence in velocity to inhibit successful convergence to the sea-level altitude condition.
The oscillation of the terminal states also prevented using a simple velocity term as a cutoff
condition. Therefore, an energy cutoff condition was defined to incorporate both altitude
and velocity into the cutoff criterion simultaneously. A potential energy term was used to
include altitude while a kinetic energy term incorporated the velocity. The composite state
condition provided an adequate cutoff criterion.
Additional problems developed as the optimization process proceeded toward
convergence. As the trajectory is integrated in the forward direction, a check is done after
each time step integration to ascertain whether the cutoff condition limit has been exceeded.
The cutoff limit is a fixed energy condition defined by the terminal boundary condition.
Additional time step integration continues if the limit has not been exceeded. If the limit has
been exceeded, an iterative integration of the last time step occurs until the cutoff condition
falls within an acceptable deviation from the cutoff condition limit. The allowed tolerance
level is user specified. Although the cutoff condition was properly defined, successful
convergence to the specified tolerance level was not readily achieved. Attempts at
increasing the acceptable tolerance level were not successful because the terminal states that
satisfied the increased tolerance level consistently resulted in unacceptable constraint
violations.
This warranted a closer look at the final time step search methodology. As the
optimization proceeded, the final time t began to deviate from its original value. The final
time is a result of satisfying the cutoff condition within the specified tolerance. This
movement is expected if a considerable amount of improvement is necessary to achieve the
optimal solution. The final time increases or decreases to values that surpass nearby
integration step points. The convergence problem occurred when t was in the vicinity of
an integration step point. A careful analysis of the original search routine revealed that the
search methodology could not accurately scale the integration time step to account for cutoff
conditions that resided in regions where r was very close to integration step points. The
problem was that the original search routine's time step scaling was too large and would
overshoot the region that satisfied the boundary condition.
A new search routine was developed to solve this problem. When the new search
routine is initially activated, the search begins where the last time step integration ended
using the last time step scaled by a third. Integration continues with the reduced time step
until the cutoff condition limit is exceeded. The search begins again where the last time
step integration ended using another reduced time step. An iterative process decreases the
time step search mesh until acceptable cutoff condition tolerances are achieved.
Fortunately, this solved the problem associated with cutoff condition tolerances. The
tolerance threshold was reduced to acceptable levels that would not induce additional
constraint violation problems. No further integration cutoff issues needed attention.
Chapter Three
TWO STAGE ROCKET EXAMPLE
FORMULATION
The optimization algorithm requires the definition of mathematical relations
specifically related to a rocket launch vehicle concept. Proper coordinate systems are
established below to support the dynamics equations. An initial vehicle dynamics model in
state-space form as well as trajectory and vehicle design boundary conditions are presented
below to mathematically treat the optimization problem. A cost function is also defined that
provides preliminary performance evaluation of a launch vehicle design concept.
3.1 Coordinate Systems
There are a number of coordinate systems used in the state equation formulation.
The earth is first modeled as a sphere with homogeneous density. At the center of the
sphere is an inertial set of coordinates, X-Y-Z. An earth-fixed frame, x-y-z, is established
and measured from the Y inertial direction vector. This frame rotates with the earth at the
earth rotational rate, e. Next, a local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) coordinate frame is
measured with respect to the earth-fixed frame using the longitudinal angle, v, and the
latitudinal angle, p. The LVLH frame resides at the vehicle center of mass. The LVLH
numbers indicate the following directions: 1- points east, 2-points toward earth center, and
3- points north. Figure 3.1 depicts the coordinate systems used.
X, x
Z
Y
y
X-Y-Z: Earth centered inertial frame
x-y-z: Earth fixed frame (rotates with Earth)
1-2-3: Vehicle fixed LVLH frame
Figure 3.1: Coordinate Systems
The vehicle-fixed LVLH coordinate frame, shown in Figure 3.2, is used to define
the orientation of the vehicle by introducing several new angles. The flight path angle,
thrust gimbal angle, free stream relative heading angle, and yaw offset angle are all used to
define vehicle orientation.
To simplify the problem, all motion is assumed to take place in the equatorial
plane with a low elliptical Earth orbit targeted. This allows the free stream relative heading
angle and the yaw offset angle both to be set equal to zero in the LVLH frame.
T projected in LV plane
2 /
LH plane
T the thrust force acting on the vehicle
vf the vehicle velocity magnitude relative to the free
stream
0 the pitch angle offset of the rocket thrust vector
from the vehicle velocity vector
y the vehicle flight path angle relative to the free
stream
8 the free stream relative vehicle heading as projected
on a horizontal surface moving at the wind velocity,
with angular displacement measured from due east
(P the yaw angle offset of the rocket thrust vector from
the free stream velocity vector
1'2 the yaw angle offset of the rocket thrust vector from
the local vertical plane
Figure 3.2: Vehicle-Fixed LVLH Coordinate System
3.2 Two Stage Vehicle Dynamics Model
A first order dynamics model of a launch vehicle was developed in [15]. A
simplified version of this model is presented here and is used in the optimization analysis.
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The state vector, x, defines the quantities needed in the rocket launch vehicle
formulation.
r
x= v(3.2)
V2
mi
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The forces acting on the vehicle are shown in Equation (3.3). The forces apply in
the vehicle LVLH frame after administering appropriate coordinate frame rotations. The
gravity vector is incorporated into the force terms such that the Fi are functions of the
externally applied forces: drag, thrust, and gravity. For a spherical earth with
homogeneous density, the gravity term varies according to the inverse square of the
distance from the center of the earth.
F-(Fi T T cos(y + 0)- D cos(y) (33)
F2 - T sin(y + 0)+D sin(y) + m go(re)2
Using the assumption of no vertical wind component, the vehicle flight path angle is
calculated in Equation (3.4).
y= tan-I(- v2 (3.4)
The control vector, u, includes the pitch angle offset of the rocket thrust vector
from the vehicle velocity vector, 0. Included in the control vector are unbounded throttle
controls, uRi, for both the upper and lower stages.
u= uRI (3.5)
\uR2
The throttle control has been made unbounded by transforming this control from a bounded
throttle setting for the propulsion system. This eliminates the need to numerically treat an
additional constraint bound on the control variables. The control mapping is accomplished
using Equation (3.6). When the ith propulsion system is active the range of throttle settings
is 0 < Qi 5 1. Otherwise, 4i has a zero value.
Gi =  1 (3.6)
1 + u2R,
The design parameter vector, p, is composed of maximum thrusts for the ith
propulsion system, Ti, and cylindrical booster stage lengths for the ith stage, lCyl.
T2I
p = T2 (3.7)
\lcy21
The drag force and thrust force acting on the vehicle are shown in Equation (3.8)
and Equation (3.9).
D=CDQSa (3.8)
(3.9)
Calculation of the dynamic pressure is completed using Equation (3.10).
Q =f 2 (3.10)
Finally, the vehicle velocity magnitude relative to the free stream, vf, is calculated with
Equation (3.11) and Equation (3.12).
T = i Ti
Vf = W(vf)2 + v2 (3.11)
(3.12)Vfl = V 1 - W1
The required drag coefficient, CD, and the vehicle axial reference area, Sa, are derived from
the vehicle model discussed in Chapter 4. The atmospheric density, pf, and the wind
speed, wl, are derived from the environment models also presented in Chapter 4.
3.3 Mathematical Cost Function Definition
The cost function, J, is utilized to assess the performance of the launch vehicle.
J(t) = 01(x(-)) + 02(P) + L(x(),u(),p) dt (3.13)
By specifying the terminal cost terms to include vehicle propellant mass, 01, and
vehicle dry mass, 02, the desired solution is one that minimizes the initial takeoff mass for a
given payload delivered to orbit.
01 = m 1I() + m2()
02 = mD(T) (3.15)
Distributed cost penalty functions are introduced to the algorithm by using an
integral performance index, L. The index can include a variety of terms that affect vehicle
performance throughout the trajectory. Dynamic pressure, L 1, and specific force, L 2, are
the distributed cost terms implemented in this thesis.
L = LI + L2  (3.16)
L1 and L2 are displayed in Equation (3.17) and Equation (3.18) respectively. A
desired upper bound for the dynamic pressure, QD, and the specific force, aD, is defined.
A step function, uo, changes from a value of 0 to 1 when the upper bound is violated. For
values of Q < QD and a < aD the functions return a value of zero. KQ weights the
importance of the dynamic pressure constraint relative to the other terminal performance
cost terms. Ka weights the importance of the specific force constraint relative to the other
terminal performance cost terms. Both of these weights require periodic adjustment as the
optimal solution is approached.
L 1 = KQ (Q - QD) 2 uO[Q - QD] (3.17)
L2 = Ka (a - aD) 2 uo[a - aD] (3.18)
The specific force is given in Equation (3.19) and the dynamic pressure was
shown before in Equation (3.10).
F2  (F2 - mg (3.19)a= (3.19)m
(3.14)
3.4 Cutoff Condition And Equality Constraints
An energy condition is selected as the integration cutoff condition, 9, for the
reasons discussed in Section 2.3.4. Terminal states determine the fixed vehicle energy at
ground level, 01. This energy state is subtracted from additional vehicle energy states, 02,
which are measured during the trajectory. Both the eastern and radial velocity components
form the kinetic energy term and the radial distance from the center of the earth forms the
potential energy term. The effect of the earth's rotation is also included in the energy
calculations.
Q = 0 = L2 - L1 (3.20)
S4(X3o + re We?)2 + go( (xo - re) (3.21)
[(X3 + re Oe + g0 -2 (x - re) (3.22)
Equality constraints are set for the trajectory based on the ground launch
condition. Both the radial distance and the eastern velocity form two constraints.
Additional equality constraints are set to assure that the vehicle propellant tank storage
capacity matches the actual flight requirement. Notice that both the eastern velocity and the
lower stage propellant capacity contain the terms necessary to correct the numerical stability
issues discussed in 2.3.2. The eastern velocity state variable is not included in the equality
constraint representation. By setting x 3, = 0.1 in Equation (3.21) and enforcing the radial
velocity and radial distance in Equation (3.23), the eastern velocity obtains a value of 0.1 at
the ground launch.
X -re
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Chapter Four
TWO STAGE VEHICLE AND
ENVIRONMENT MODELS
4.1 Introduction
The combined design, trajectory, and control analysis requires parametric models
of vehicle geometry, mass and performance properties, and environment characteristics. It
is important that the models be elementary for algorithmic demonstration purposes but
representative of a rocket launch system operating within the earth atmosphere.
Mathematical models were developed and implemented within the algorithm to quantify the
relevant information needed. A discussion of the required models and simplifying
assumptions is presented below. A detailed discussion of the models follows the
introduction.
4.1.1 Two Stage Rocket Models
To adequately assess the performance characteristics of staged rocket vehicles, a
simplified although representative vehicle model is needed. The vehicle geometry as well
as vehicle dry mass characteristics are modeled to represent the various subsystem
contributions of the two stage configuration. The dry mass model, mD, includes the
desired upper stage payload as well as contributions from the propulsion systems,
propellant tanks, and remaining booster structures. The dry mass model is a function of
the vehicle design parameters, p.
mD = mD(p) (4.1)
The aerodynamics of the rocket vehicle must also be modeled. The vehicle drag
coefficient is assumed to be independent of angle of attack and sideslip angle. This implies
that the vehicle is aligned with the free stream relative velocity vector at all times. This
simplifies the aerodynamic model and allows the vehicle drag coefficient, CD, to be
specified as a function of just the free stream Mach number, Mf, and design parameters, p.
CD = CD(Mf,p) (4.2)
The Mach number is calculated by dividing the free stream relative velocity by the speed of
sound.
Mf = Vf (4.3)
The rocket engine performance is characterized by the specific impulse, Ispc,
which is a function of ambient atmospheric pressure, which in turn is dependent on the
altitude, ra.
Ispc = Ispc(ra) (4.4)
4.1.2 Environment Models
The atmospheric density, pf, is a component of the dynamic pressure, which is
used in determining the total drag force on the vehicle. The density model is assumed to be
a function of altitude and can include variations with time due to characteristics such as
diurnal and seasonal influences as well as random effects. For algorithmic simplification
the density model implemented will be limited to altitude dependence.
Pf = pf(ra) (4.5)
Mach number and vehicle drag coefficient calculations require information on the
speed of sound and kinematic viscosity respectively. In turn, the speed of sound and
kinematic viscosity are dependent on atmospheric temperature data, Tf. The temperature
model is assumed to be only a function of altitude.
Tf = Tf(ra) (4.6)
Atmospheric pressure quantities are used as input to the rocket specific impulse
model. Atmospheric pressure, pf, is also modeled as a function of altitude.
pf = pf(ra) (4.7)
The environmental variations are represented by the random effects of winds and
density. The wind model, wl, is depicted as an eastern component and is modelled to vary
with altitude. Vertical wind components have been neglected for simplification purposes.
The density variation model is constructed by introducing a scale factor. This factor
multiplies the standard exponential model and varies as the altitude increases.
wl = wl(ra) (4.8)
Pf = [Pfac(ra)] [pt(ra)] (4.9)
4.2 Vehicle Configuration Model
A parametric representation of the vehicle geometry is obtained by modeling the
upper and lower stages as a combination of cones with cylindrical after-bodies. The
cylinder lengths, Icyl, are chosen as the design parameters and are used to assess the effect
of vehicle design changes on vehicle performance. The subscript notation, i, is used to
represent the following quantities: l=lower stage and 2=upper stage. To simplify the
parametric representation of vehicle geometry, additional geometric quantities are held
constant: semiapex cone angles Sc,, cone lengths Ici, cylinder diameters di, and upper stage
payload length lp.
A maximum fixed payload volume is defined in Section 4.3.5 using the constant
geometry. After defining a fixed volume for the upper stage payload, [10] suggests
dividing the remaining volume into smaller sections. It is assumed that 80 percent of the
remaining upper stage volume is available for propellants and 20 percent of the volume is
available for fixed systems such as the engine module. The lower stage uses the same
volume allocation with the exception that it does not include a payload volume as is
required in the upper stage. The upper and lower stage configurations are illustrated in
Figure 4.1.
Total vehicle surface area is calculated as the sum of cylinder areas, Scyli, and
cone surface areas, Si. During lower stage operation, the total surface area is calculated
using Equation (4.10). The vehicle surface area is defined by Equation (4.11) for upper
stage operation.
Stotl = Sc, + SC2 + Scyl + Scyl2 (4.10)
Stot2 = SC2 + SCYl2 (4.11)
The upper and lower stage cylinder and cone surface area components are shown
below.
SC, (lC + lC2 + - S2 (4.12)
S_ d2 1 2 + (4.13)
Scyl i =.2 = it di Icyli (4.14)
The vehicle axial reference surface area, Sai, is determined from Equation (4.15).
n d(4.15)
Sai 1i= 1.2 d? (4.15)4
Stage Components
1 - Engine Module
2 - Oxygen Propellant Tank
3 - Hydrogen Propellant Tank
4 - Payload Shroud
5 - Adapter Cone
Geometry Definitions
di Stage One Outer Diameter 7.000 m
d2  Stage Two Outer Diameter 5.000 m
ci Adapter Cone Length 2.747 m
l2 Nose Cone Length 6.869 m
cyli Stage One Cylinder Length parameter
lcyI2 Stage Two Cylinder Length parameter
lp Payload Section Length 49.455 m
c, Adapter Cone Angle 700
SC2 Semiapex Nose Cone Angle 20'
Figure 4.1: Lower Stage And Upper Stage Configuration
4.3 Vehicle Mass Model
4.3.1 Mass Model Components
The total vehicle mass includes the sum of the rocket dry mass, mD, and the
vehicle propellant mass, mpr.
m = mD + mpr (4.16)
It is easier to model the vehicle dry mass and propellant mass terms by dividing them into
lower and upper stage components.
mD = mD, + mD2  (4.17)
mPr = mi + m2  (4.18)
The vehicle propellant mass is a state variable. It is obtained by integrating the
state equations subject to mass propellant storage capacity constraints. Therefore,
modeling efforts were focused on the dry mass contributions to total vehicle mass. The
dry mass model is comprised of the following subsystem mass contributions for the ith
stage: propellant tanks mpTi, stage structures ms,, propulsion systems mps,, and payload
mp. The lower stage dry mass component is shown in Equation (4.19) and the upper stage
contribution is depicted in Equation (4.20).
mD, = mPrr + ms, + mps, (4.19)
mD2 = mPT2 + ms2 + mps2 + mp (4.20)
The subsystem models are discussed in the following sections.
4.3.2 Propellant Tank Mass And Storage Capacity
The vehicle propellant tanks are modeled as cylindrical subsections of the lower
and upper stages. A cylindrical oxygen and cylindrical hydrogen tank configuration was
presented in [27] and combined with information from [10]. Together this information
results in the tank configuration shown in Figure 4.2.
A heavy cork insulation, suggested in [26], represents 87% of tank weight. The
suggested value for the liquid hydrogen cylindrical tankage is 0.023 slugs/cu.ft. A value of
about 0.02 slugs/cu.ft.(10.31 kg/m 3) is recommended because the improved insulations
will probably more than offset weight penalties for tanks matching vehicle geometry. A
similar tank density is expected for liquid oxygen since increased wall strength due to
higher oxygen density is offset by reduced insulation requirements. Therefore, the overall
tank density, PT, will be associated with the value 0.02 slugs/cu.ft.(10.31 kg/m 3). An
approximation of the ith propellant tank mass is shown in Equation (4.21). This equation
combines stage volume requirements and overall tank density into a compact form. It
eliminates having to determine individual oxygen and hydrogen mass values. Again the
payload length, lp, is defined as zero for i= 1.
mpr li= 12 = 0.8 TI PT (lcyl - lp) (4.21)
As was mentioned earlier, equality constraints are needed to assure that the
vehicle propellant tank storage capacity matches the actual flight requirement. This is
shown in Equation (4.22). Notice that this equation applies to both the upper and lower
stages by using appropriate stage geometry variables. The payload length, lp, is defined as
zero for i= 1.
)0.2 d (cyli - lp) - 0.75 d? w
my, l i= 1.2 = -v cyl , Icyl2 0 (4.22)( 0.167 0.833 + _ 0.833 0.167 )
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Tank Geometry Definitions
hH Hydrogen Tank Height Variable
ho Oxygen Tank Height Variable
rl Stage OneTank Radius 3.474 m
r2 Stage Two Tank Radius 2.474 m
w Tank Wall Thickness 0.026 m
Note: i = 1 or2
SIDE VIEW
Cryogenic Tank ConfigurationFigure 4.2:
4.3.3 Structure Mass
The stage structure is an additional component used in the total calculation of
vehicle dry mass. It includes internal stage construction as well as thermal protection for
the outer surface structure. The mass of the booster structure is obtained from data listed in
[10]. An average value of booster structure density was found to be 0.22 slugs/ft2.
Allowing for technological advances in materials, a correction of 15 percent was applied to
the density value. This yields a final average value of 0.187 slugs/ft2 (29.376 kg/m 2).
Combining this value with the total configuration surface area, defined by the vehicle
geometry, produces the desired ith stage structure mass, ms.
ms, li I.2 = 29.376 Stoti (4.23)
4.3.4 Propulsion System Mass
Each stage's rocket engine is modeled as a liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen
propulsion system. Projected rocket propulsion performance for liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen systems was presented in [11]. It provided an estimate of rocket engine mass in
terms of the maximum thrust, Ti, for the ith engine. A performance value of 2,700 lb
thrust/slug engine mass (1.215E-03 kg engine mass/N thrust) was listed. The maximum
engine thrust is a design parameter obtained through the iterative optimization analysis.
The thrust value is combined with the performance value to obtain an estimated ith
propulsion system mass.
mps li= 1.2 = 1.215E-03 Ti (4.24)
4.3.5 Payload Mass
As shown in Figure 4.1, a maximum payload volume is allocated and held
constant independent of payload mass. This accommodates the variety of payloads
expected as a result of different mission scenarios. The expected payload capacity of
former National Launch System designs was used for the projected maximum payload. A
maximum payload of 55,000 Ibm (24,948 kg) is combined with a payload volume allocated
in proportion to the shuttle payload design. Together this information provides a
reasonable maximum payload volume estimate for the rocket configuration. Discussions
from [10] show that the shuttle was designed for a payload of 65,000 Ibm (29,484 kg).
Also included is a shuttle volume that includes a diameter of 15 ft (4.572 m) and a length of
60 ft (18.288 m). This yields a shuttle ratio of 0.163 ft3/lbm (0.04073 m3/kg) for a
maximum shuttle payload. Using this ratio and the maximum payload for the NLS, a
maximum fixed payload volume is calculated for the upper stage configuration. The
volume obtained is 35,885 ft3 (1,016 m3). For demonstration of the optimization
algorithm, this volume will be used in conjunction with a constant upper stage payload
mass, mp.
mp = 15,000 kg (4.25)
4.3.6 Propellant Mass
The propellant mass for each stage is obtained through integration of the state
equations. Each stage's propellant mass is composed of liquid oxygen propellant, mo, and
liquid hydrogen propellant, mH.
mi li= 1.2 = mo + mH (4.26)
Density data in [10] lists liquid hydrogen as 0.135 slugs/ft3 (70.80 kg/m 3) and
liquid oxygen as 2.22 slugs/ft3 (1140.04 kg/m 3). A fuel to oxidizer ratio of 1.6 will be
employed for algorithm demonstration purposes.
4.4 Aerodynamic Drag Coefficient Model
4.4.1 Introduction
An approximation of the drag properties of rocket configurations can be obtained
from the properties of air flow around bodies of revolution. A cylinder with a conical nose
represents the body of revolution used in this research effort. The cone-cylinder air flow
property that was modeled is the drag coefficient. To accurately represent the vehicle drag
coefficient for the ith stage's operation, it is divided into the sum of three components:
friction drag, pressure drag, and base drag.
CDi li= 12 = CDfi + CDpi + CDbi (4.27)
Each of these components is a function of the free stream Mach number and the
vehicle geometry. In general, the drag also depends on the angle-of-attack. However,
symmetric flow theory, i.e., zero angle-of-attack, applies in this research project. This is
due to the simplifying assumption that the body of the vehicle is aligned with the free
stream relative velocity vector.
The vehicle will be accelerating through a wide Mach range. This requires a
parameterized drag model as a function of Mach regime. Four Mach number, Mf, regimes
are defined below.
subsonic Mf < 0.8
transonic 0.8 Mf 5 MT
supersonic MT 5 Mf 5 7.0
hypersonic 7.0 Mf
The symbol MT defines the boundary between transonic and supersonic flow
regions. It represents a variable minimum free-stream Mach number. It is solely a function
of the geometry of the vehicle for which the air flow is completely supersonic.
By combining the information available on conical noses with cylindrical after-
bodies the drag of simple cone-cylinder configurations can be predicted for the different air
flow regimes that will be encountered. The contributions of friction drag, pressure
drag(wave drag), and base drag to the overall drag coefficient of cone cylinder
configurations is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Cone-Cylinder Drag Coefficient Components [16]
Notice the significance of friction drag and base drag components relative to
pressure drag in the subsonic region. As hypersonic speeds are achieved the pressure drag
becomes a more significant drag component.
4.4.2 Friction Drag For All Air Flow Regions
The friction drag coefficient, CDfi, described below is used for all flow regimes.
It has a larger magnitude in the subsonic region and decreases as the flow progresses from
transonic to hypersonic speeds. The friction drag coefficient is strongly influenced by the
state of the boundary layer. The layer can be either completely laminar, completely
turbulent, or a combination of both laminar and turbulent characteristics. A more realistic
drag model is represented by a mixed layer. To include both the effects of turbulent and
laminar flow characteristics, a drag model was developed from [19]. This model promotes
transition to turbulence by means of artificial roughness. A distance, XL, measured from
the nose cone tip to the roughness band defines the laminar drag region. The turbulent drag
region is defined by the remaining portion of the body. An assumption will be made
concerning the distance, XL. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow will occur on the
body of the cylinder at a distance measured one meter behind the base of the nose cone.
Therefore the distance, XL, will be the sum of both the nose cone length and one meter.
XL = 1C2 + 1.0 (4.28)
Equation (4.30a) and Equation (4.30b) are used to represent the friction drag of
cone-cylinder configurations in all flow regions. Both equations account for
compressibility, but are implemented according to the numerical value of the Reynolds
number, Rel. The Reynolds number [28] is based on the total vehicle length and is shown
in Equation (4.29a) for stage one operation. Reynolds number calculations [28] are
computed for upper stage operation using Equation (4.29b).
Re,, = Mf as (lcyll + lcyl2+ Cl + c2) (4.29a)
Va
Re = Mf as (l2+ 1c2) (4.29b)
Va
The boundary layer is assumed to be laminar for Reynolds numbers below
6.5E+06. For this specific case, the following friction drag equation will be used.
CDfi li= 1.2 = SLi (4.96E-04 (4.30a)
Sai1 + 0.03 M2 ]
The surface area over which laminar flow exists, SLi, is depicted in the following equation.
It is chosen based on the ith stage's operation.
SL i = 1.2 = Stoti (4.3 l1a)
For Reynolds numbers exceeding 6.5E+06, the boundary layer is assumed to be
a mixture of both turbulent and laminar boundary layers. The following friction drag
equation is used for the mixed boundary layer case.
CD 1i12 - Stoti SL 4.96E-04 0.032 1 0.1 SL (4.30b)CDfi Sal Stot2 ( + 0.03 M2 1 + 0.12 M~ Re,' 45  S toti
For the mixed case, the surface area over which laminar flow exists is calculated slightly
differently. It is based on the previous assumptions of laminar flow transition.
SL = SC2 + i d 2 (xL - lc2) (4.3 lb)
4.4.3 Subsonic Pressure Drag And Base Drag
The subsonic pressure drag, CDpi, of cone-cylinder configurations is primarily
due to the geometry of the nose cone. The subsonic pressure drag is represented as a
function of the geometry of a cone in [2]. Equation (4.32) assumes that the air flow is
incompressible in the subsonic region.
CDp i = 1.2 = 0.33 1.5 (4.32)
The geometry of the nose cone is defined by the cone fineness ratio, X,,. Approximate
subsonic pressure drag coefficients can be obtained for nose cones with a value of kc, > 1 .
%c, = (lc, + lc2) (4.33a)
dl
XC2 
=  (4.33b)
The subsonic base drag, CDbi, of cone-cylinder configurations refers to the drag
that occurs on the base of the cylinder. The subsonic base drag approximation was
obtained from [19] and displays the approximation as a function of the friction drag
coefficient. The skin friction increases as the boundary layer becomes thicker. The result
is a decrease in subsonic base drag.
CDbi li= 1.2 - 0.029 (4.34)
-CDf,
4.4.4 Transonic Total Drag
Within the transonic flow region drag coefficients are difficult to determine. The
drag on a vehicle is affected by the appearance of shock waves, which begin to appear as
the vehicle approaches transonic velocities. The sensitivity of the shock formations is
influenced by vehicle geometry. It is difficult to analytically represent the shock formations
and their effect on the vehicle drag. However, analytical drag information is available from
the subsonic and supersonic regions. Using this drag information, an interpolation of drag
coefficients is performed for the range of transonic Mach numbers. The interpolation is
performed using a cubic spline, which is the most efficient way to obtain a smooth drag
transition from subsonic to supersonic flow. The transonic drag coefficient is splined
together for the range 0.8 5 Mf 5 MT. MT represents the lower boundary of the
supersonic flow regime and is solely a function of the semi-vertex nose cone angle. Table
4.1 data, obtained from [19], shows the relationship between the semi-vertex nose cone
angle and MT. Equation (4.35) was obtained by creating an empirical curve fit of the data
presented in Table 4.1. The curve fit is valid for the range 5' 5 8c2 50".
82 MT
5 1.0385
7.5 1.0737
10 1.1160
12.5 1.1645
15 1.2187
17.5 1.2781
20 1.3428
22.5 1.4135
25 1.4911
30 1.6736
35 1.9114
40 2.2486
45 2.7950
50 3.9569
Table 4.1: Bc2 vs. MT
MT = 1.2235 - 6.0598E-02 8C2 + 6.6574E-03 822 - 2.1525E-04 8,2 + 2.5600E-06 8c4(4.35)
The transonic drag coefficient is calculated using the cubic spline [25] presented
in Equation (4.36). Notice that the coefficients of the cubic spline are determined from
drag information in the subsonic and supersonic regions. This equation calculates
transonic drag for both the lower and upper stages.
CD = As (x - 1)2 (2x + 1) + Es Bs x (x - 1)2 + Cs x2 (3 - 2x) + Es Ds x2 (x - 1)
where the following coefficients are
(4.36)
x = 1 (Mf - 0.8) for 0.8 < Mf 5 MT
Es
As = CD for subsonic flow at Mf = 0.8
Bs = CD for subsonic flow at Mf = 0.8
aMf
Cs = CD for supersonic flow at Mf = MT
Ds = for supersonic flow at Mf = MT
EMT
E, = MT - 0.8
4.4.5 Supersonic Pressure Drag And Base Drag
The supersonic pressure drag of a cone was presented by Krasnov in [19].
Pressure drag represents the most significant component of drag for a cone-cylindrical
configuration in the supersonic flow regime. Equation (4.37) is the pressure drag
coefficient given in [19].
Co1pi i 1 7 0.0016 + 0.002 (4.37)
The equation is a function of the free-stream Mach number and the semi-vertex cone angle.
In Krasnov's book, experimental pressure drag results were compared to theoretical
pressure drag results giving an error of less than five percent. The equation is valid for
values of C2 5 50* and 1.5 < Mf < 8. For algorithm demonstration purposes the adapter
and nose cone angles are both based on semi-vertex angles of 20". Therefore, Equation
(4.37) depicts CDpi as a function of only the nose cone angle.
Krasnov also lists a formula for calculating the base drag of cone-cylinder
configurations in supersonic and hypersonic flow. Equation (4.38) represents the base
drag coefficient for cone-cylinder configurations. The equation is valid for Ki 5 1 and is
applicable for configurations with rather large cone-cylinder fineness ratios, Xi.
CDb i=1 -2 1.144 Ki (2 - Ki) (4.38)
Mf
Ki = Mf (4.39)
,= lcl + Ic2 + lcylI + lCY12 (4.40)
d1
2 = 1c2 + lcyl2 (4.41)
d2
For cases in which Ki>>l, [19] calculates the base drag coefficient in the
following manner.
CDbi i = 1.2 - 1.43 (4.42)
4.4.6 Hypersonic Pressure Drag And Base Drag
The pressure drag on a cone-cylinder configuration in the hypersonic flow region
was obtained from [16]. The pressure drag coefficient is shown in Equation (4.43). Notice
that in the hypersonic flow regime the pressure drag is only dependent on the semi-vertex
nose cone angle. Stage separation occurs before attaining hypersonic speeds.
CDpi li= ,2 = 2.091 sin 28c2 (4.43)
The base drag in the hypersonic region is calculated by using Equation (4.38) and
Equation (4.42). These equations are good approximations of the base drag in both
supersonic and hypersonic flow regions.
4.5 Rocket Engine Specific Impulse Model
Rocket engine performance is best measured by specific impulse, Ispci, because it
relates in a fundamental way to the payload carrying capability of a launch vehicle. The
specific impulse appears in the propellant mass flow rate state equation, which in turn is
used to determine the required amount of propellant by integration of the state equation. It
is convenient to represent the specific impulse in units of seconds by using the propellant
weight flow to normalize the total impulse, Itot,.
spc= . toti (4.44)PC i = 1.2 mi go
An equivalent analytical expression is presented in [23]. The change in momentum per unit
mass of propellant, which is essentially the equivalent exhaust velocity Ve, provides a more
convenient formula for calculating the specific impulse.
SVei (4.45)
Ispci i= 1.2 - (4.45)
Vei i~ = 1.2 = C* CFi (4.46)
The characteristic velocity, C*, and the thrust coefficient, CF, are illustrated in the
following equations :
C* = J 2(- 1) (4.47)
S ( (- ] ( +[( - )] Ip  (Pei P(
CFi li= .2 2 1 + c (4.48)
+1-
Ye + 1(4.49)
From the equations it is evident that the specific impulse is dependent on ambient
pressure, pf, which varies with altitude. When Pei << Pf, the thrust is reduced because the
exit flow will tend to separate from the walls of the nozzle due to internal shock waves.
This produces a region of recirculating flow that can set up destructive vibrations due to
unbalanced and shifting pressure distributions. Back pressure induced losses can be
reduced. This is accomplished by choosing the design altitude pressure to correspond to
the exit pressure where initial rocket propulsion occurs. This allows the nozzle exit
pressure to closely match ambient pressure conditions throughout the flight. Figure 4.4
shows the variation in specific impulse due to altering the design pressure altitude. Notice
that the specific impulse approaches a constant value as the altitude increases. The
optimization algorithm demonstration incorporated two design altitude pressures. One was
equivalent to a sea-level height of 0 kilometers. The upper stage design altitude
corresponded to 43 kilometers.
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Figure 4.4: Design Altitude Variation Effect On Specific Impulse
4.6 Earth Atmosphere Models
4.6.1 Introduction
Earth atmospheric density, temperature, and pressure characteristics are modeled
from 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere data presented in [22]. This data is an idealized,
steady-state representation of the earth's atmosphere from the surface to 1,000 km.
Fluctuations from average atmosphere properties exist on a daily, 27-day, seasonal, yearly
and 11-year basis, as well as with latitude. However, the data incorporated into this
research project's atmosphere model assumes only a period of moderate solar activity.
Simplified atmosphere models were obtained from empirical curve fits of the atmosphere
data as a function of altitude in the range of 0 ra 200,000 m. The altitude is acquired
using the vehicle distance from the center of the earth, r, and the radius of the Earth, re:
ra = r - re (4.50)
To ensure smooth and continuous curve-fits, the numerical value of each equation was
matched at the endpoints and the derivative value associated with the endpoints matched
closely.
As mentioned earlier, the density model is utilized in the drag force calculation
and the pressure model applied in the specific impulse calculation. The temperature model
is an essential component in the evaluation of the speed of sound, as, and kinematic
viscosity, Va.
Ta Ru Tf
as =( (4.51)
3
3 T2
Va= f (4.52)
pfr(Tf + S)
4.6.2 Atmospheric Density Model
The density model is represented by two exponential empirical curve fits for the
following altitude ranges: 0 5 ra 5 130,528 m and 130,528 5 ra < 200,000 m. Figure 4.5
displays the density profile as a function of altitude.
pf = 1.8272 e(- 1.48899E-04 ra)
pf = 6.3916E-06 e(-5.2649E-05 r.)
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Figure 4.5: Earth Atmospheric Density Profile
4.6.3 Atmospheric Temperature Model
The temperature model is defined by two polynomial empirical curve fits for the
following altitude ranges: 0 5 ra 5 108,012 m and 108,012 5 ra < 200,000 m. The
temperature profile is portrayed in Figure 4.6.
(4.53a)
(4.53b)
Tf = 297.62 - 1.2308E-02ra + 5.8279E-07r 2 - 9.9746E-12r 3 + 6.4895E-17ra - 1.2085E-22r 5
0 5 ra 5 108,012 m (4.54a)
Tf = 5779.1 - 1.7252E-01ra + 1.8510E-06r 2 - 8.1139E-12r3 + 1.2777E-17ra
108,012 < ra < 200,000 m (4.54b)
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Figure 4.6: Earth Atmospheric Temperature Profile
4.6.4 Atmospheric Pressure Model
The pressure model is depicted with two exponential empirical curve fits for the
following altitude ranges: 0 5 ra 5 124,422 m and 124,422 5 ra 5 200,000 m. Figure 4.7
illustrates the atmospheric pressure profile.
pf = 1.1123E+05 e(- 1.4668E-04
pf = 0.17421 e(- 3.9248E -05 r,)
ra) 05 ra 5 124,422 m
124,422 ra < 200,000 m
(4.55a)
(4.55b)
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Figure 4.7: Earth Atmospheric Pressure Profile
4.7 Wind Models
The combined design, control, and trajectory analysis is used to approximately
assess the influence of random disturbances on system performance and desired vehicle
design. The most significant source of random variations for a rocket launch vehicle is
horizontal winds due to their incremental effect on vehicle aerodynamic force magnitude
and direction. An empirical atmospheric wind model was obtained from the NASA/MSFC
Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) [21]. This model computes latitude,
longitude, and monthly variations over a height range from 0 to 700 km.
The preliminary wind model was obtained by defining a mean wind reference
model in the altitude range from 0 to 200 km. A more realistic reference model was
attained by selecting a latitude of 30" corresponding to launch sites in Florida. Next,
monthly mean variations from January through December were constructed to ascertain
worst case wind scenarios. The winter month of January portrayed the most extreme wind
conditions. A polynomial empirical curve fit of the mean winter horizontal wind profile
was created. The curve fit was created as a function of altitude. Three equations with
minor discontinuities at the endpoints were used to approximate the extreme mean wind
profile.
wl = -7.2424 - 4.4691E-04ra + 1.5145E-06r 2 - 1.3812E-10r + 4.2283E-15r~ - 4.2844E-20ra
0 ra 20,934 m (4.56a)
wl = 235.50 - 1.8677E-02ra + 5.0258E-07r 2 - 5.2960E-12r3 + 1.8791E-17ra
20,934 < ra 5 94,792 m (4.56b)
wl = 5164.0 - 1.8111E-01ra + 2.4867E-06r2 - 1.6819E-1lr 3 + 5.6286E-17r~ - 7.4745E-23r 5
94,792 5 ra < 200,000 m (4.56c)
For realistic simulation of actual atmospheric winds as they would likely be at any
given time, random perturbations are also computed and applied as perturbations to the
monthly mean values. The random perturbations are evaluated by a GRAM simulation
technique. It uses empirical values of variation magnitudes and scales to generate random
perturbations that have realistic space and time correlations. Various random perturbation
trials were conducted to simulate extreme head wind and tail wind profiles. A polynomial
empirical curve fit of the extreme wind profiles was completed after the trials. The tail
wind component is represented as a function of altitude in the following three equations.
wl = -0.49887 + 8.4692E-03ra - 1.7629E-06ra + 2.9212E-10r 3 - 1.8648E-14r + 3.7590E-19ra
0 5 ra 5 19,506 m (4.57a)
wl = 509.85 - 5.4519E-02ra + 2.1819E-06r - 4.0631E-llra + 3.6083E-16r - 1.2176E-21ra
19,506 < ra < 101,853 m (4.57b)
wI = -1175.5 + 5.6403E-02ra - 8.1099E-07ra + 5.1437E-12r0 - 1.5180E-17ra + 1.7234E-23r 5
101,853 ra 200,000 m (4.57c)
The extreme head wind profile is illustrated as a function of altitude in the
following three equations.
wl = -5.7188 + 1.2902E-03ra - 8.6859E-07ra + 5.9655E-11r - 1.4358E-15r + 1.1555E-20ra
0 < ra 5 45,677 m (4.58a)
wl = 981.64 - 6.9400E-02ra + 1.8034E-06r 2 - 2.1449E-11ra + 1.0970E-16rJ - 1.7159E-22r 5
45,677 < ra < 113,451 m (4.58b)
wl = -6665.3 + 1.5039E-01ra - 1.2235E-06r 2 + 4.2157E-12r 3 - 5.1730E-18r
113,451 5 ra < 200,000 m (4.58c)
The tail wind, mean wind, and head wind profiles are displayed in Figure 4.8.
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4.8 Density Variation Model
Fluctuations in upper atmospheric properties occur for several reasons. In
addition to meteorology factors, a significant factor is due to the intense solar flare activity
that occasionally appears on the surface of the sun. During periods of greater solar activity
the upper atmosphere density is higher producing more severe aerodynamic loads on the
vehicle. This can necessitate a greater mass budget in propulsion requirements for drag
makeup and comparable compensations in vehicle control design.
The density model employed in the two stage simulations is represented by two
exponential equations, Equation (4.53a) and Equation (4.53b). A simple density
uncertainty model is constructed by introducing a scale factor. This factor multiplies the
standard exponential model and varies linearly as the altitude increases. This linear
variation can be chosen to either decrease or increase the original density magnitude. The
linear density scaling factor, pfac, is shown below in Equation (4.59). The user specifies a
number for the linear variation factor, pvar.
Pfac = (Pvar) ra+ 1.0 (4.59)
As the altitude increases, positive or negative values of Pvar cause the magnitude of the
density profile to gradually increase or decrease respectively. For the purposes of the two
stage demonstrations, a linear variation factor was chosen so that no density scaling
occurred at sea level elevations The scaling gradually expanded to allow a 40% variation in
density magnitude at an altitude of 200 kilometers.
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Chapter Five
REQUIRED PARTIAL
DERIVATIVE FORMULAS
The optimization algorithm formulation presented in Chapter 2 requires the
development of numerous partial derivative formulas. This is necessary to accumulate
gradient information for the control and design parameter variational equations.
Modification and simplification of the partial derivative formulas presented in [15] are
displayed below as well as newly developed vehicle and environment partial derivative
formulas.
5.1 Boundary Condition Partial Derivatives
The boundary conditions defined in Section 3.4 are used to compute required
boundary condition derivatives. The partial derivative of the energy cutoff condition with
respect to the state vector is calculated in Equation (5.1).
re - 2 go e(x - re)
0
Ox= (x3 + re we) (5.1)
X4
0
0
The equality constraint derivatives
parameters are given in the following equations.
with respect to both states and design
00
10
01
00
TIp =
0 0 0 0
ap3
0 0 0 0mv2
ap4
The derivative of the propellant mass storage capacity, derived from the vehicle model, is
represented in the following equation.
(5.4)am I.2 0.2 i d
cy0.167 + 0.833 0.833 0.167 PH
PH Po 4 'Ipo PHJ
5.2 Cost Function Partial Derivatives
5.2.1 Terminal Cost Partial Derivatives
The cost function, J, discussed in Section 3.3 is divided into several components.
The partial derivative of these components represents the partial derivative of the cost
function. The propellant mass terminal cost partial with respect to states is shown in
Equation (5.5).
S1,=(0 0 0 0 1 1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
10
00
x= O00
00
(5.5)
The dry mass terminal cost partial with respect to design parameters was obtained
from the vehicle mass model and is shown in Equation (5.6).
amD,
=2, = a (5.6)
ap
Equation (5.7) displays the dry mass derivative for lower stage operation.
1.215E-03
(mD, T 1.215E-03
ap x (0.2 PT d2 + 29.376 d) (5.7)
n (0.2 PT d2 + 29.376 d2)
Further dry mass partial derivatives are discussed in Section 5.4.1.
5.2.2 Distributed Cost Partial Derivatives
The distributed mathematical cost term, L, applies penalties for exceeding the
desired upper bounds on both dynamic pressure, QD, and specific force, aD. The partial
derivative of the dynamic pressure cost with respect to states, L ,, is calculated for Q > QD.
aQLlx= 2 KQ (Q- QD) (5.8)
ax
For Q < QD, L1 = 0. The dynamic pressure partial with respect to states is shown in
Equation (5.9).
aQ aprf awl
-Q -Y_]..Pf Vf, 0 pfVf, prfv2 0 0 (5.9)
ax a\\r ar
The partial derivative of the specific force cost with respect to states, L 2,, is
applied for a > aD.
L2,= 2 Ka (a- aD) (5.10)
ax
When the specific force is below the desired upper bound L2 = 0. The specific force
partial with respect to states is given in Equation (5.11).
F F + (F 2 - ( )re )2 F2 am 2 2 m go r2 ar
a ax r x ax r r3 ax a am
-x a m(5.11)
ax a m2  m ax
The mass partial with respect to states is calculated using the propellant mass as shown in
Equation (5.12a). Equation (5.12b) represents lower stage operation and Equation (5.12c)
portrays upper stage operation.
am amP, ami
am =mp mi I .2 (5.12a)
ax ax ax
S=(0 0 0 0 1 1) (5.12b)
ax
am2 - (0 0 0 0 0 1) (5.12c)
ax
The additional partials with respect to states in Equation (5.9) and Equation (5.11) are
defined in Section 5.5 and Section 5.3.1 respectively.
The integral cost partial with respect to controls is defined only for specific force
values exceeding desired upper bounds. Note that the cost derivative for dynamic pressure
is zero in this case.
Ll.=0 (5.13)
When a > aD, the following derivative is calculated.
L2. = 2 Ka (a- aD) a (5.14)
au
Otherwise, L2. = 0.
The specific force partial with respect to controls is given in Equation (5.15).
F 1 FI + F 2 2
aa au au
4nI a m2
m go ( 2
(5.15)
The LVLH force component partials with respect to controls are defined in Section 5.3.2.
The last integral cost partial required is with respect to the vehicle design
parameters. The specific force cost partial is calculated for a > aD.
derivative for dynamic pressure is also zero in this case.
Li,= 0
When a > aD, the following partial derivative is calculated.
Note that the cost
(5.16)
L2p = 2 Ka (a- aD) Da (5.17)
Otherwise, L 2, = 0. The specific force partial with respect to design parameters is shown
in Equation (5.18).
(aF 1 p
aa k p
am re 2
a am
m apam2
(5.18)
The LVLH force partials with respect to parameters are defined in Section 5.3.3 and the
am
value of - is calculated from the vehicle mass model.
e F2F,+ (F2 
-M 90 (rf a
5.3 State Equation Partial Derivatives
5.3.1 Partial Derivatives With Respect To States
The partial derivative of the state equation with respect to the state vector is
expressed below on a column by column basis. The matrix, fx, is obtained by
differentiating the state equation, Equation (3.1), with respect to the state vector defined in
Equation (3.2).
0
X3
x2
X3 X4 + 1 aF1
x2 m 3ax,
x2 1 aF2
x2 m ax
1 T1 Dispcs
go0 Ispc ax,
02 T2 aIspc2
go0 Ispc2 Xl
(5.19a)
af
DX2
0
0
1 XF1
m ax2
1 aF2
m dX2
0
0
(5.19b)
1
XI
+ 1 FI
m ax3
1 8F220e + m ax3
1 aF1+ 2 We +
(5.19c)
af
x4 1 DF2
m ax4
0
0
af
ax,
af
ax 3
X4
xI
2x3
xl
(5.19d)
0
0
18F
m ax5
1 DF2
m 3xs
0
0
FI\
m2
F 2
m2
The value of aIspc = Ispc
ax ar
(5.19e)
af
3x6
1 8
M a
0
0
F FI
F 2
-2,
(5.19f)
6 m
0
is determined from the specific impulse model presented in
Section 5.4.4.
The LVLH force vector defined in Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the required
force partials with respect to the state vector. The resultant derivative matrix, Fx, is
defined by the following two equations:
DF1 = - T siny + 0) + D sin(y) Ly
ax ax
-T cos(y + e ) 
ax
+ D cos(y)
ax
aD
+ sin(y) -
ax
re ~am 2 m go re ar
+ go (Ler ax r3 ax
The additional partials are expressed in the following equations.
1 v2 
Ivfj vf ar
aD aCD Q
ax ax
O 
- 2 Vf, Vf
Sa + CD Sa
ax
aCD CD aMf
ax aMf ax
aF 2
ax
aD
cos(y)
ax
(5.20a)
(5.20b)
ay -
ax
0 o) (5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
K6 ,2
2aF
3x
0 0 0 0 0)
apf (apf
-=-
ax 'ar
aMf (( vf vf asV
ax as ar a ar
0000 0
0 Vf, V2
as Vf as vf
avf Vf, WlI
;,. vf 
aCDThe value of D is determined from the vehicle aerodynamic
aMr
model and the
, and are derived from the environment models. These partials are
Dr ar
defined in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 respectively.
5.3.2 Partial Derivatives With Respect To Controls
The partial derivative of the state equation with respect to controls is defined by
the following matrix.
0
0
1 aF1
m aul
1 aF2
M dul
0
0
1 DF1
m au2
m U2
m Du2
0 T1  2 u2
go Ispc (1 + U)2
0
0
1 aF1
m DU3
1 DF2
m au3
0
(5.28)
0 T2  2 u3
so IspC2 (1 + u)2 _
ax
(5.25)
(5.26)0 o)
values of as
Dr
(5.27)
(5.24)
The LVLH force partial derivative with respect to controls is defined by the
following matrix.
T sin(y + 0) aT cos(y
auRI
- T cos(y + 0) T- sin(y + )
aUR,
+e) Tcos( + o)
aUR2
T- sin(y +
aUR2
The maximum thrust partial with respect to the throttle control is given in Equation (5.30).
aT __Ii
1,,2 = Ti i
auRi aURi
i 12 - 2 UR
auRi (1 + U2i)2
(5.30)
(5.31)
5.3.3 Partial Derivatives With Respect To Design Parameters
Finally, the state equation partial with respect to vehicle design parameters is
defined by the following matrix.
1 aF1 F1 am
m ap, m2 apl
1 DF2 F 2 am
m apl m2 apl
1 aFi F1 am
m ap 2 m2 P2
1 ) F 2 am
m aP2 2 ap 2
1 aF1 F1 am
m a 3 m2 P3
1 mF2
m 43
F2 am
m2 aP3
1 ) F1 am
m ap4 m2 ap4
1 DF2 F 2 am
m 4 m2 ap4
go I
go Ispcl
2go
go Ispc2
aF
= (5.29)
(5.32)
The LVLH force partials with respect to the vehicle design parameters are
represented in the following equations.
41 cos(y + e)
02 cos(y + e)
8DI (5.33a)
ap3
aD1
aP4
(F,
ap
- Q(1 sin(y + ) + am e)2
ap r
- 02 sin(y + 0) + am g ()
8p2
aD2  am go re)2
ap 3  ap3
aD 2 + go ( _2
ap4 aP4
The additional partials with respect to parameters are presented below.
aDI
Dp aD cos(y)
aD2  ap - sin()
ap
(5.33b)
(5.34)
(5.35)aD aCD asaDD Q Sa + C QS Q
ap ap ap
acDThe value of - is determined from the vehicle
ap
aerodynamic model and the
am
value of - is calculated from the vehicle mass model. The axial reference area partial with
ap
respect to the parameter vector is zero for the model being demonstrated.
a = 0 (5.36)
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5.4 Vehicle Model Partial Derivatives
The state equation partial derivatives require the development of numerous vehicle
and environment specific partial formulas. These are derived from the models presented in
Chapter 4 and are illustrated in the following discussion.
5.4.1 Vehicle Mass Partial Derivatives
The total vehicle mass is comprised of fuel mass and dry mass of which the later
is a function of the design parameters. Therefore, the vehicle mass partial with respect to
the design parameters is calculated from the dry mass model presented in Section 4.3. The
mass partial vector is defined in the following equation.
am amD am am am am (537)
ap ap aT 1  DT2  alcyl, calyl2
The dry mass partial calculation depends on the current stage that is in operation. For stage
amD,
one operation n was presented in Equation (5.7). Use Equation (5.38) for upper stage
ap
operation.
amD2 = (0 1.215E-03 0 (0.2 t PT d + 29.376 d2)) (5.38)
ap
5.4.2 Aerodynamic Partial Derivative WRT Mach Number
The aerodynamic model described in Section 4.4 is used to calculate 3CD, which
aMf
is utilized in determining the drag force partial with respect to the state vector. As
discussed earlier, the drag coefficient of the vehicle is divided into three components:
friction drag, pressure drag, and base drag. Likewise, the ith stage's drag coefficient
partial with respect to the free stream Mach number will be divided into three elements.
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3CDI - aCDf, _CDpi + DbiI+ i =1= + + CDb (5.39)
aMf m.2 aMf aMf aMf
The friction drag partial is defined below for all Mach flow regimes and the pressure drag
and base drag partials are defined for individual Mach flow regimes.
Subsonic, Supersonic, and Hypersonic Friction Drag Partials
The friction drag partials are evaluated for all Mach flow regimes and stage
configurations using Equation (5.40) and Equation (5.41). Choosing the proper equation
depends on whether the boundary layer is calculated as being laminar or mixed
laminar/turbulent. The laminar friction partial formula is applied for Reynolds numbers
below 6.5E+06.
CDf li= 1.2 [Mf SL 9.92E-06 1 (5.40)
M, i-" Sai1 l+ 0.03 M2J
Equation (4.31a) is used to determine SL. and Equation (4.15) used for Sa. The mixed
laminar/turbulent friction partial displayed in the next equation is selected for Reynolds
numbers exceeding 6.5E+06. Equation (4.31b) is used to determine SL for the mixed case.
CDfi - MfSLVF 3.84E-04 [ 9.92E-06
aMf Sa 1 + .1 + o0.o03 M
(5.41)IStot( 0.032 0.145 0.12Mf 1
Sai  0145)+Sai Re 4 5 M(1 + 0.12 M (1 + 0.12 M2
Subsonic Pressure Drag and Base Drag Partials
The subsonic pressure drag coefficient is a function of the geometry of the vehicle
nose cone. Thus, the subsonic pressure drag partial is independent of the free stream Mach
number for both the upper and lower stages.
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DCDpi I2 = 0 (5.42)
af i=1,2
The subsonic base drag coefficient is dependent on friction drag. The result is
that the base drag partial with respect to the free stream Mach number employs the friction
drag partial information discussed above.
CDbi I -0.0145 aCDfi (543)
Sli -- (5.43)
aMf . 5 Mf
Transonic Total Drag Partial
The transonic drag coefficient was obtained with a cubic spline fit to the drag
information in the subsonic and supersonic Mach flow regions. By differentiating the
cubic spline equation, an analytical representation of the total drag coefficient partial with
respect to the free stream Mach number is determined. Equation (5.44) displays the
expression, which applies to both upper and lower stage configurations.
Mx - + Bs(3x2 - 4x + 1) + C - x2) + Ds(3x2 - 2x) (5.44)
aMf Es Es
The coefficients As, Bs, Cs, Ds, and Es were defined in Section 4.4.4.
Supersonic Pressure Drag And Base Drag Partials
The supersonic pressure drag and base drag coefficients are both functions of the
vehicle geometry and the free stream Mach number. Differentiating the coefficients yields
the following pressure and base drag partials with respect to the free stream Mach number.
Since the semi vertex cone angles for both stages are equal for demonstration purposes, the
pressure drag partial utilizes SC2.
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Dpi - =-0.004 8 (5.45)
aMf -2
Individual lower and upper stage base drag partials are shown below.
aCDbi = - 2.288 dl (5.46a)
Mf Mh (le + 'C2 + lcylI + Icy12)
CDb2_ - 2.288 d2  (5.46b)
aMf M( (1c2 + Cy12)
Hypersonic Pressure Drag and Base Drag Partials
The hypersonic pressure drag coefficient is solely dependent on the vehicle nose
cone angle and thus independent of the Mach number:
aC li =1.2 = 0 (5.47)
aMf
The base drag formulas for supersonic and hypersonic regions are identical.
Therefore, Equation (5.46a) is exercised for lower stage operation and Equation (5.46b) is
employed for upper stage operation.
5.4.3 Aerodynamic Partial Derivatives WRT Design Parameters
The drag coefficient partial derivative with respect to design parameters
contributes gradient information needed in determining vehicle drag force partials with
respect to parameters. This is more easily accomplished by dividing the drag coefficient
partials into three components as done in the previous derivative calculations.
aCDI _ 8Df8Dpi CDbsaCD, = CDf + + (5.48)
ap ap ap a
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The partial derivative forms a vector composed of the drag variations due to four design
parameters: upper and lower stage maximum vehicle engine thrusts and cylinder vehicle
lengths. This equation is defined below.
aCDi 2 CDi acDi aCDi aCDi (549)
Tp TI cT2 Dlcyl, alcyl2
The friction drag partial is again defined below for all Mach flow regimes and the pressure
drag and base drag partials are defined for individual Mach flow regimes.
Subsonic, Supersonic, and Hypersonic Friction Drag Partials
The friction drag partial formula is again based on two equations for all the Mach
regimes. Determination of the state of the boundary layer is the distinguishing factor. For
laminar flow boundary layer characteristics, the derivative formula is depicted in the
following two equations. Equation (5.50a) determines relevant lower stage characteristics
and Equation (5.50b) incorporates upper stage information.
0
aCDflT 0 0
= i 4.96E-04 (CDf 2  010.03M ) (5.50a) ( ) - 0 (5.50b)
ai (1 + 0.03 Mf2 p 0
Sd2  4.96E04 d2 4.96E-04
Sa2 (1 + 0.03 M0.03 M2
For a mixed laminar and turbulent boundary layer, the friction drag partial is evaluated
differently. Equation (5.5 l1a) portrays the mixed boundary layer derivative for lower stage
operations.
aCDf 0.032 ( ndd)- 0.145 Stot (0 1)
a Sai Re °145 (1 + 0.12 M2 (, + IC2 +lI cy1 2
(5.51a)
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Equation (5.51b) represents the mixed boundary layer derivative for upper stage
operations.
acDf2 _ 0.032 (0 0 0 d 0.145 S (5.tot2
P Sa2 Reo2145 (1 +0.12 M (2 + yl2 0 00 (5.51b)
Subsonic Pressure Drag and Base Drag Partials
The subsonic pressure drag coefficient is only a function of cone geometry
resulting in a zero vector pressure drag derivative for both upper and lower stages.
acDpi Ii=1,2 ( 0 0 0 0) (5.52)
ap
The base drag derivative is determined by incorporating the results of the friction
drag partial formula.
aCDbi i= 1.2 = 0.0145 (5.53)
p CDf aP
Transonic Total Drag Partial
Using the definition of differentiability, a first order approximation of the
transonic drag partial with respect to design parameters is calculated:
aCDi _ CDi + 6P)- CD-C)
i = 1.2 + p)- CD(p) Mf = constant (5.54)
ap sp
This method of derivative determination was employed because the analytical derivative
expression for the transonic drag coefficient as a function of design parameters was too
complicated to determine. The magnitude of the variation of parameters was chosen so the
derivative approximation exhibited stable behavior.
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Supersonic and Hypersonic Pressure Drag And Base Drag Partials
The supersonic and hypersonic pressure partial derivatives with respect to design
parameters are identical. The pressure drag representation in each of the flow regimes is
independent of the design parameters resulting in a zero vector derivative.
ICDpi i=1.2 =( 0 0 0 0 ) (5.55)
ap
The base drag coefficient formulas are equivalent to one another in the supersonic
and hypersonic regions resulting in similar partial derivative expressions. Again the
equations are evaluated based on the current stage operation.
aCDb, 2.288 d (Mf d - 1, - 1c2 - yll - y2 0 1 1) (5.56a)
ap Mf (lC + IC2 +cyll cyl2Y
aCDb2 2.288 d2 Mf d2c-Y12 (0 0 0 ) (5.56b)
ap Mf (1 2 + Icy 2
5.4.4 Specific Impulse Partial Derivative
The state equation partial derivative formulas require specific impulse gradient
information. The specific impulse model presented in Section 4.5 assists in determining
the specific impulse partial with respect to vehicle distance from the center of the earth.
This results from the change in atmospheric pressure with altitude. The atmospheric
pressure must not exceed the engine exhaust exit pressure.
ap \o P PeIe 1 2 (Fn Ye rfIspi i= 1.2 _ (5.57)
ar (Pei e-I -
f is determined from the environment model defined in Section 5.5.3.
ar
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5.5 Environment Model Partial Derivatives
Formulation of required environment model partial derivatives is accomplished by
differentiation of pertinent models in Chapter 4.
5.5.1 Atmospheric Density Partial Derivatives
The dynamic pressure partial derivative with respect to states, -, requires
ax
density derivative information. The required density partials are obtained from the density
equations, Equation (4.53a) and Equation (4.53b), listed in Section 4.6.2. The partials are
divided into two regions of exponential equations that are functions of altitude. When
density variations are used, the density scale factor's altitude dependence must be included
in the partial derivative calculation.
p= 2.7207E-04 e- 1.48899E-04 ra 0 5 ra 5 130,528 m (5.58a)
Dr
= _ 3.3651E-10 e- 5.2649E-05 r, 130,528 _ ra 5 200,000 m (5.58b)
ar
5.5.2 Atmospheric Temperature Partial Derivatives
The temperature partial derivative's only function is in the evaluation of the speed
of sound partial derivative with respect to vehicle distance from the center of the earth.
-aa 1 (yaRu -Tf (5.59)
Dr 2 MoTf) ar
The temperature partials are based on the temperature equations, Equation (4.54a) and
Equation (4.54b), defined in Section 4.6.3. The derivatives are separated into two regions
containing simple polynomial representations that are functions of vehicle altitude.
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T=f =- 1.2308E-02 + 1.1656E-06 ra - 2.9924E-11 ra2 + 2.5958E-16 ra - 6.0425E-22 r
Dr
0 5 ra 5 108,012 m (5.60a)
aTf
-= - 1.7252E-01 + 3.7020E-06 ra - 2.4342E-11 ra + 5.1108E-17 ra
ar
108,012 ra - 200,000 m (5.60b)
5.5.3 Atmospheric Pressure Partial Derivatives
The specific impulse partial, Equation (5.57), contains a pressure derivative
component. This component is described by the following two exponential equations,
which were obtained from the pressure equations, Equation (4.55a) and Equation (4.55b),
illustrated in Section 4.6.4.
Pf - 1.6315E+01 e- 1.4668E-04 ra 0 5 ra 5 124,422 m (5.61a)
ar
= - 6.8374E-06 e- 3.9248E-06 ra 124,422 5 ra - 200,000 m (5.6 1b)
5.5.4 Atmospheric Wind Partial Derivatives
The atmospheric wind model is arranged into mean wind, Equations (4.56a-c),
tail wind, Equations (4.57a-c), and head wind, Equations (4.58a-c), elements that are all
functions of altitude. Mean, tail, and head wind partial derivatives with respect to altitude
are calculated from the polynomial wind equations presented in Section 4.7.
Mean Wind
awl
- - 4.4691E-04 + 3.0290E-06 ra - 4.1436E-10 r + 1.6913E-14 r - 2.1422E-19 r
ar
0 5 ra 5 20,934 m (5.62a)
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awl
- 1.8677E-02 + 1.0052E-06 ra - 1.5888E-11 ra2 + 7.5164E-17 ra
ar
20,934 < ra < 94,792 m (5.62b)
w 1
- 1.8111E-01 + 4.9734E-06 ra - 5.0457E-11 ra + 2.2514E-16 ra - 3.7373E-22 4
94,792 5 ra < 200,000 m (5.62c)
Tail Wind
- 8.4692E-03 
- 3.5258E-06 ra + 8.7636E-10 r2 - 7.4592E-14 r3 + 1.8795E-18 r4
0 5 ra 5 19,506 m (5.63a)
aw1
- 5.4519E-02 + 4.3638E-06 ra - 1.2189E-10 r2 + 1.4433E-15 r3 - 6.0880E-21 rf
19,506 5 ra 5 101,853 m (5.63b)
aw 5.6403E02 1.6220E06 
ra + 1.
= 5.6403E-02 - . -  ra + 1.5431E-11 ra2 - 6.0720E-17 ra3 + 8.6170E-23 r
101,853 < ra 5 200,000 m (5.63c)
Head Wind
1.2902E-03 - 1.7372E-06 ra + 1.7897E-10 r2 - 5.7432E-15 ra + 5.7775E-20 r4
0 5 ra 5 45,677 m (5.64a)
awl
- 6.9400E-02 + 3.6068E-06 ra - 6.4347E-11 r2 +4.3880E-16 ra - 8.5795E-22 4
45,677 5 ra < 113,451 m (5.64b)
aw
= 1.5039E-01 - 2.4470E-06 ra + 1.2647E-11 ra2 - 2.0692E-17 ra
113,451 5 ra 5 200,000 m (5.64c)
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Chapter Six
UPPER STAGE VEHICLE
DEMONSTRATION
The optimization algorithm's capabilities were initially tested and demonstrated
using only the upper stage of a two-staged launch vehicle configuration. This provided a
case with reduced complexity that could be transitioned to the two stage vehicle
demonstration. Weighting terms, cost step strategies, and numerical difficulties were
ascertained and corrected as discussed in Chapter Two. The following subsections cover
the optimization results obtained from the upper stage demonstration cases.
6.1 Upper Stage Problem Definition
The upper stage problem is a reduced version of the two stage problem presented
in earlier chapters. The primary difference between the two cases is that implementation of
the upper stage demonstration does not include treatment of the staging time with associated
dynamical discontinuities. This simplifies the mathematical relations applied in the
algorithm. The definition of states, controls, parameters, and boundary conditions for the
upper stage demonstration is also simplified. First, the state vector contains one less state
variable. A lower stage propellant mass was eliminated from the original state equation
yielding the result in Equation (6.1).
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x= vi (6.1)
V2
m2
The control vector includes only the upper stage gimbal control and throttle
control. The lower stage throttle control was removed.
U = ( (6.2)
UR2
Both the lower stage maximum thrust and cylinder length were removed from the
original parameter vector resulting in a vector composed only of upper stage design
parameters.
p = (6.3)
Finally, boundary conditions are defined to enforce both initial and terminal state
conditions that are applicable when considering reasonable upper stage trajectories. An
initial state vector, Equation (6.4), establishes the target orbit boundary condition for the
upper stage vehicle.
(6,541,766'
0
x(0) = 7,806 (6.4)
0
0
This target orbit condition corresponds to an equatorial circular orbit at an altitude of 185
kilometers. The terminal state boundary condition is shown in Equation (6.5).
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16,436,766
x(t) = 2,600 (6.5)
-1,100
This terminal state coincides with a point in the trajectory located at an altitude of 80
kilometers. Associated velocities were established to give reasonable flight path angles and
Mach numbers for the given altitude.
The vehicle and environment models discussed in Chapter Four remain
unchanged for the upper stage implementation. Also remaining unchanged was the
terminal performance cost. It minimizes vehicle dry mass and propellant mass for a given
payload delivered to orbit, mp.
mp = 15,000 kg (6.6)
The distributed cost term for the reduced problem does not include both dynamic pressure
and specific force constraint violations as indicated in earlier discussions. The magnitude
of the dynamic pressure was certain to be low due to the high altitude atmospheric
characteristics encountered by the upper stage vehicle. Therefore, only specific force
constraints were enforced.
Case Wind Effects Specific Force Bound
(g's)
I (Baseline)
II 3.0
III 2.0
IV mean wind
V mean wind 3.0
VI mean wind 2.0
Table 6.1: Upper Stage Demonstration Cases
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The upper stage optimization analysis was conducted for six different scenarios as
illustrated in Table 6.1. A baseline case was solved to establish results that did not include
the effects of winds and specific force bounds. Additional cases were optimized using the
baseline solution. First, specific force constraints were introduced to assess their impact on
vehicle performance. Next, the wind effects were included without specific force bounds.
Although the wind model consists of three wind profiles, only a mean wind component
was selected for use in the initial demonstration cases. Finally, specific force bounds were
combined with the wind effects. A detailed discussion of the optimization cases is
presented in the following sections and associated graphs are listed in Appendix A.
6.2 Baseline Design
A baseline case was solved without specific force bounds and wind effects using
the conditions defined in the previous section. An optimal solution was obtained that
satisfied the boundary conditions and minimized both vehicle dry mass and propellant mass
for the given payload. Table 6.2 displays the optimal design parameters and mass
performance for the baseline case. Approximately 75 percent of the total mass is fuel mass.
Combining the total mass and the maximum thrust yields a thrust to weight ratio of 0.88 for
this configuration. Figure A. 1 shows the baseline state trajectory graphs.
Stage Maximum Fuel Dry Total
Case Length Thrust Mass Mass Mass
(m) (N) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 91.28 2,391,851 207,749 68,483 276,232
Table 6.2: Design Parameters and Mass Performance For Baseline Case
Table 6.3 displays additional trajectory information. Notice the maximum
dynamic pressure is confirmed to be quite small as would be expected for the high altitude
of operation. Approximately 20 percent of the total flight time includes an engine throttle
down and coast to the intended orbit. The maximum specific force occurs at the beginning
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of this coast phase. Midway through the ascent a maximum altitude is achieved that
exceeds the intended 185 kilometer altitude. The vehicle gimbal and throttle controls,
specific force, and flight path angle are displayed in Figure A.2.
Maximum Maximum Maximum Coast Total
Dynamic Specific Altitude Flight Flight
Case Pressure Force Achieved Time Time
(Pa) (g's) (km) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 48.86 3.56 196.89 80.0 411.00
Table 6.3: Additional Performance Variables For Baseline Case
6.3 Specific Force Inequality Constraint Effects
After acquiring a baseline solution, the specific force inequality constraints were
introduced. The specific force bounds were enforced to determine their effects on baseline
vehicle performance. Optimal solutions were attained for specific force bounds of 3.0 g's
and 2.0 g's. Table 6.4 portrays the optimal design parameters and mass performance
properties for the constrained cases and baseline case. There are no major differences
between the baseline and 3.0 g cases, primarily because only a small portion of the baseline
trajectory exceeds the 3.0 g bound. A slight change in design parameters is noticeable
when enforcing a more stringent constraint, such as a 2.0 g bound. However, the
inequality constraint bounds have a minimal effect on the upper stage design parameters. A
state graph comparison of baseline and specific force cases is displayed in Figure A.3. The
graphs display similar characteristics, but are offset due to the differences in flight time.
Stage Maximum Fuel Dry Total
Case Length Thrust Mass Mass Mass
(m) (N) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 91.28 2,391,851 207,749 68,483 276,232
SFmax=3.0 91.28 2,390,681 207,770 68,485 276,255
SFmax=2.0 91.32 2,402,086 207,964 68,523 276,487
Table 6.4: Design Parameters and Mass Performance For Specific Force Cases
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Table 6.5 shows additional trajectory variables. As the constraints become more
stringent, an extension of total flight time is necessary for the vehicle to satisfy the specific
force bounds. The increased flight time affects a few of the vehicle design characteristics.
The increase in flight time occurs mostly during powered ascent although a modest increase
in the coast phase is identifiable. More propellant is needed to accommodate the increase in
total flight time during the powered ascent phase. This results in a slightly larger booster
stage to store the added propellant. This is evident with the increase in the booster stage's
dry mass.
Maximum Maximum Maximum Coast Total
Dynamic Specific Altitude Flight Flight
Case Pressure Force Achieved Time Time
(Pa) (g's) (km) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 48.86 3.56 196.891 80.0 411.00
SFmax=3.0 48.86 3.00 197.264 85.0 416.56
SFmax=2.0 48.86 2.00 197.904 84.0 434.35
Table 6.5: Additional Performance Variables For Specific Force Cases
Figure A.4 illustrates the vehicle gimbal and throttle controls, specific force, and
flight path angle for the various inequality constraint cases. The vehicle's trajectory
incorporates reduced flight path angles, but slightly higher altitudes are attained as tighter
inequality constraints are enforced. A broader range of gimbal control angles is needed for
the vehicle to manage the lower flight path angle trajectory. Furthermore, a greater positive
gimbal angle is required to direct the vehicle from higher altitudes to lower altitudes so the
orbit boundary condition is satisfied.
The most notable change is shown in the throttle setting and specific force graphs.
The vehicle attempts to throttle down when the specific force limit has been reached. The
result is a trajectory that is flown along the specific force bound by linearly decreasing the
throttle. The time spent throttling down increases as the specific force bound becomes
tighter. This is due to trajectories that violate the specific force bound for longer periods.
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The coast phases are also present in these solutions. However, the coast times are slightly
longer than the baseline case, due to the greater altitudes reached by the vehicle.
Although this was a simple upper stage demonstration, vehicle design and
performance changes are noticeable (though small) when applying specific force inequality
constraints. This provided insight into solution characteristics that could result when
implementing the two stage demonstration.
6.4 Mean Wind Effects
The integrated analysis methodology's capability to evaluate the effects of wind
profiles was tested using the upper stage vehicle. The effects of one case, the mean wind
profile portrayed in Figure 4.8, were considered. Because the effects of wind uncertainties
for the upper stage were applied at the high altitudes, it was expected that their effects
should be minimal. Consideration of head wind and tail wind cases was deferred to the
two stage demonstrations. The effect of the mean wind on the upper stage baseline case
was first explored. This case was followed by the introduction of both 3.0 g and 2.0 g
specific force inequality constraints combined with the presence of the mean wind. These
constraints are chosen because the maximum specific force of the baseline case does not
exceed 4.0 g's.
6.4.1 Mean Wind Effects With No Inequality Constraints
The effects of introducing the mean wind were ascertained using the baseline case
as a starting point. Optimal solutions were obtained and the results are discussed below.
Table 6.6 shows the design parameters and mass performance properties of both the
baseline case and the mean wind case. The changes are minimal; however, design trends
can be seen. The stage length has decreased to compensate for a corresponding decrease in
required fuel storage capacity. The dry mass has increased slightly despite the downsizing
of the booster vehicle. The decrease in structure mass and propellant tank mass is less than
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the increase in engine mass associated with a rise in the maximum thrust. The outcome is
an overall increase in vehicle dry mass. However, the increase in dry mass does not
exceed the decrease in fuel mass. Therefore, a slightly lower total vehicle mass is obtained
when compared to the baseline case.
Stage Maximum Fuel Dry Total
Case Length Thrust Mass Mass Mass
(m) (N) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Wind 91.28 2,391,851 207,749 68,483 276,232
Mean Wind 91.25 2,423,121 207,601 68,505 276,106
Table 6.6: Design Parameters and Mass Performance For Mean Wind Case
Figure A.5 displays the state graphs of the mean wind case with baseline graphs
overlaid for a comparison. Similar state characteristics are evident and slightly offset from
one another due to the differences in total flight time.
Maximum Maximum Maximum Coast Total
Dynamic Specific Altitude Flight Flight
Case Pressure Force Achieved Time Time
(Pa) (g's) (km) (sec) (sec)
No Wind 48.86 3.56 196.891 80.0 411.00
Mean Wind 48.22 3.57 195.282 73.0 398.74
Table 6.7: Additional Performance Variables For Mean Wind Case
Table 6.7 reveals additional performance variables for the wind case and baseline
case. The total flight time and coast time exhibit the greatest changes. This might be
explained by the characteristics of the mean wind. The trajectory flown by the vehicle
includes a head wind component early in the flight followed later by a tail wind component.
A larger drag force is encountered during early ascent due to the increase in the free stream
velocity vector. This is balanced by an increase in the vehicle's maximum thrust capability.
However, a decrease in drag on the vehicle occurs when a tailwind component is
encountered later during the ascent. The vehicles thrust capacity is much greater now
resulting in an ascent that takes less time.
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Figure A.6 displays the control, specific force, and flight path angle graphs for
both the wind and baseline cases. An additional contributing factor to the overall decrease
in flight time can be seen from the gimbal angle graph. During early ascent, the gimbal
angle is more negative directing the thrust in an upward direction increasing the overall
flight path angle. Later the gimbal angle is more positive directing the vehicle to decrease
the altitude in a more efficient manner. The outcome is that boundary conditions are
reached much faster than in the baseline case.
The throttle setting and specific force graphs portray similar profiles for the
baseline case and wind case. The only distinction is that the coast times and flight times
differ from one another.
6.4.2 Mean Wind Effects With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
The addition of the mean wind affected the overall baseline design. Now
attention must be focused on how the upper stage vehicle design and performance changes
when specific force inequality constraints are enforced in combination with wind effects.
The first effort enforces a less stringent constraint of 3.0 g's. Table 6.8 discloses the
design parameters and mass performance properties of the wind case with the no wind case
included for a comparison.
Stage Maximum Fuel Dry Total
Case Length Thrust Mass Mass Mass
(m) (N) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Wind 91.28 2,390,681 207,770 68,485 276,255
SFmax = 3.0
Mean Wind 91.31 2,358,885 207,945 68,467 276,412
SFmax = 3.0
Table 6.8: Design Parameters and Mass Performance For Mean Wind Case With 3.0 g
Specific Force Constraint
There is an increase in total vehicle mass that is attributed to the increase in fuel
mass needed to accommodate an extended flight profile. There is also an increase in
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vehicle length to satisfy the increased propellant storage demands. Notice that the
maximum thrust has decreased. Again this change is more prominent than the vehicle size
increase and results in a decrease in vehicle dry mass.
Maximum Maximum Maximum Coast Total
Dynamic Specific Altitude Flight Flight
Case Pressure Force Achieved Time Time
(Pa) (g' s) (km) (sec) (sec)
No Wind 48.86 3.00 197.264 85.0 416.56
SFmax = 3.0
Mean Wind 48.58 3.02 199.690 102.0 437.42
SFmax = 3.0
Table 6.9: Additional Performance Variables For Mean Wind Case With 3.0 g Specific
Force Constraint
The state graphs for the two cases are displayed in Figure A.7. From the graphs
it is clear that the added wind has affected the trajectory of the vehicle. The most noticeable
feature altered is the vehicle's coast flight time and total flight time. Table 6.9 displays
these times as well as additional performance properties. Both the coast time and flight
time have increased. A substantial part of the total flight time increase is due to the increase
in coast time. This is explained by first looking at the gimbal control and flight path angle
graphs in Figure A.8. A slightly more negative gimbal control angle causes the vehicle to
fly at higher flight path angles. This transfers the vehicle to higher altitudes much faster to
avoid regions in the lower atmosphere where the combined density and wind magnitudes
are much greater. Higher altitudes are achieved as shown in Table 6.9 and higher flight
profiles are flown as shown in the state graphs. These effects translate into more time
needed to coast from the higher altitudes to the desired boundary condition.
The higher altitude profile has additional effects on vehicle performance. First,
the density decreases with altitude. Second, there is a decrease in the free stream velocity
vector due to the tail winds encountered at the higher altitudes. This translates into a
decrease in total drag on the vehicle. In addition, gravitational influences on the vehicle
decrease with altitude inversely squared. These decreases result in lower vehicle thrust
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designs as depicted in Table 6.8. The throttle setting graph of Figure A.8 shows that less
time is expended linearly throttling down when the specific force bound of 3.0 g is
reached. The specific force graph of Figure A.8 displays the reduced time spent flying
along the 3.0 g boundary.
6.4.3 Mean Wind Effects With 2.0 g Specific Force Constraint
A more stringent specific force inequality constraint of 2.0 g's was also enforced
to ascertain the effects of winds on upper stage vehicle performance. Table 6.10 shows the
design parameters and mass performance of the cases being compared. There is a slight
increase in total fuel, which is needed to accommodate the extension in total flight time.
Notice that the design parameters remain virtually unchanged causing the dry mass
characteristics to remain relatively consistent.
Stage Maximum Fuel Dry Total
Case Length Thrust Mass Mass Mass
(m) (N) ((kg)(kg) (kg)
No Wind 91.32 2,402,086 207,964 68,523 276,487
SFmax = 2.0
Mean Wind 91.32 2,402,444 207,982 68,526 276,508
SFmax = 2.0
Table 6.10: Design Parameters and Mass Performance For Mean Wind Case With 2.0 g
Specific Force Constraint
Maximum Maximum Maximum Coast Total
Dynamic Specific Altitude Flight Flight
Case Pressure Force Achieved Time Time
(Pa) (g's) (km) (sec) (sec)
No Wind 48.86 2.00 197.904 84.0 434.35
SFmax = 2.0
Mean Wind 48.35 2.00 198.407 93.0 441.41
SFmax = 2.0
Table 6.11: Additional Performance Variables For Mean Wind Case With 2.0 g Specific
Force Constraint
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Figure A.9 displays the state variable graphs and Figure A.10 reveals the control,
specific force, and flight path angle graphs of the cases being examined. These graphs and
the additional performance variables in Table 6.11 reveal that the winds affect the 2.0 g
case in a similar manner as discussed for the 3.0 g case. The important distinction between
the two constraint cases is the longer total flight time needed for the 2.0 g trajectory.
6.5 Analysis Of Results
The upper stage vehicle demonstration provided important information concerning
the algorithm's capabilities. Weighting terms, cost step strategies, and numerical
difficulties were determined and corrections applied enabling an easier transition to the two
stage vehicle demonstration. Of equal importance was the information generated pertaining
to systems analyses of an upper stage vehicle. By introducing various inequality
constraints and wind uncertainties, their effects on vehicle design and performance were
ascertained. The following tables summarize the results of the upper stage demonstration.
Stage Maximum Fuel Dry Total
Case Length Thrust Mass Mass Mass
(m) (N) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 91.28 2,391,851 207,749 68,483 276,232
No Wind 91.28 2,390,681 207,770 68,485 276,255
SFmax = 3.0
Mean Wind 91.31 2,358,885 207,945 68,467 276,412
SFmax = 3.0
No Wind 91.32 2,402,086 207,964 68,523 276,487
SFmax = 2.0
Mean Wind 91.32 2,402,444 207,982 68,526 276,508
SFmax = 2.0
Table 6.12: Comparison Of Design Parameters and Mass Performance
Table 6.12 presents the design parameters and mass performance properties of the
upper stage demonstration cases for comparison purposes. The table shows that a
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progression of design characteristics is identifiable. This occurs as the inequality
constraints and winds are introduced. The fuel mass increases are more substantial than the
dry mass increases resulting in an overall greater total vehicle mass as the constraints and
winds are implemented. There is an accompanying increase in stage length to satisfy the
increased volume demands of additional propellant. As discussed earlier, these increases
are attributed to the extension of total vehicle flight time, which is necessary to satisfy the
constraints placed on the trajectory. The maximum thrust design parameters disclose
additional trends. The maximum thrust decreases as the specific force constraint and mean
wind are introduced for the 3.0 g case. Whereas, the maximum thrust increases as the
specific force and mean wind are included for the 2.0 g case.
Maximum Maximum Maximum Coast Total
Dynamic Specific Altitude Flight Flight
Case Pressure Force Achieved Time Time
(Pa) (g's) (km) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 48.86 3.56 196.891 80.0 411.00
No Wind 48.86 3.00 197.264 85.0 416.56
SFmax = 3.0
Mean Wind 48.58 3.02 199.690 102.0 437.42
SFmax = 3.0
No Wind 48.86 2.00 197.904 84.0 434.35
SFmax = 2.0
Mean Wind 48.35 2.00 198.407 93.0 441.41
SFmax = 2.0
Table 6.13: Comparison Of Additional Performance Variables
Table 6.13 displays additional performance variables associated with the
demonstration cases. Again there is a distinct variable trend related to the addition of
inequality constraints and winds. For both the 3.0 g and 2.0 g cases, there is an increase in
both coast and flight times as well as an increase in the maximum altitude achieved by the
vehicle. The expansion in total flight time becomes significantly larger when the winds are
included. However, a significant portion of this time is an accompanying increase in time
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spent coasting from the higher altitudes to the lower orbit altitudes represented by the
equality constraints. The vehicle was able to successfully manage a 3.0 g and 2.0 g
specific force bound by extending these times and slightly altering the control strategy. The
dynamic pressure remained quite low and relatively unchanged due to the high altitude
operation of the vehicle.
The information obtained from this system study provides insight into the upper
stage vehicle's design and performance robustness in the presence of winds and various
specific force inequality constraints. The vehicle's design characteristics are relatively
insensitive to the winds and specific force effects as revealed in Table 6.12. The stage
length, maximum thrust, and masses vary by less than a fraction of a percent confirming
the insensitivity of the vehicle design and mass performance. However, the vehicle's
control and flight time strategies exhibit greater flexibility to compensate for the presence of
inequality constraint influences and wind uncertainties. This is illustrated in Table 6.13
with the wide range of vehicle times encountered. In addition, Appendix A contains an
extensive display of state and control graphs showing the deviations in vehicle trajectory
and control characteristics.
Although both wind uncertainties and inequality constraints influenced control
and flight time strategies, these changes occurred at high altitudes where the atmosphere
allows greater vehicle maneuverability and trajectory adjustments without impacting vehicle
design and performance. Density magnitude tends to decrease exponentially with altitude.
Therefore, the lower atmosphere encountered on a two stage vehicle flight from earth to
orbit may have an impact on the vehicle design if the flexibility of control and time
strategies occurs as in the upper stage case. The two stage vehicle demonstration is the
subject of discussion in the next chapter.
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Chapter Seven
TWO STAGE VEHICLE
DEMONSTRATION
Chapter Seven discusses the results obtained using the integrated design,
trajectory, and control methodology as applied to a staged rocket launch vehicle concept.
The effects of environment uncertainties in the integrated analysis methodology are
ascertained. The uncertainties are represented by atmospheric wind and density variations.
Various dynamic pressure and specific force inequality constraints are enforced throughout
the simulations.
7.1 Two Stage Problem Definition
The demonstration of a staged rocket vehicle concept requires the implementation
of staging time methodology as discussed in Chapter Two. A two stage rocket vehicle
concept is utilized in the demonstration. The definition of states, controls, and parameters
is as described in Chapter Four. Equation (3.2) represents the state vector. Equation (3.5)
depicts the control vector. Equation (3.7) portrays the parameter vector. Note that the
staging time, t,,, is not a component of the parameter vector. However, it is considered a
design parameter and adjoined to the algorithm variational equations as shown in Chapter
Two.
Boundary conditions are defined for the two stage demonstration by enforcing
both initial and terminal conditions. Chapter Two discussed the boundary condition
numerical issues and new adjustments corrected the boundary constraint problems for the
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following demonstrations. An initial state vector, Equation (7.1), establishes the target
orbit boundary condition corresponding to upper stage engine cutoff.
6,473,766
0
7,829
x(0) = -67 (7.1)
0
0
This target orbit condition corresponds to a 150 x 24 kilometer elliptical orbit at an altitude
of 117 kilometers. The terminal state boundary condition is shown in Equation (7.2).
6,356,766
free
0.1
x(') = -10 (7.2)
mv, - 5,000
mv 2
This terminal state coincides with a desired vehicle state near ground level launch
conditions.
Vehicle and environment models were implemented according to their definitions
as discussed in Chapter Four. The partial derivative formulas presented in Chapter Five
were also utilized without any modifications. Finally, the terminal performance cost
minimized the combined upper and lower stage dry mass and propellant mass for a given
payload delivered to orbit, mp. Both specific force and dynamic pressure inequality
constraints were included in the analysis. The payload mass was assumed to be:
mp = 15,000 kg (7.3)
Table 7.1 displays various scenarios that were demonstrated for the two stage
vehicle concept. A baseline case is solved to establish a reference point from which
additional cases can be initialized. Both specific force and dynamic pressure bounds were
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Specific Dynamic
Wind Density Force Pressure
Effects Effects Bound Bound
(g's) (kPa)
I (Baseline)
II 5.0
III 4.0
IV 3.0
V 2.5
VI 70.0
VII 60.0
VIII 50.0
IX 40.0
X 30.0
XI 4.0 50.0
XII 3.0 30.0
XIII Head 4.0
XIV Mean 4.0
XV Tail 4.0
XVI Head 3.0
XVII Mean 3.0
XVIII Head 4.0 50.0
XIX Mean 4.0 50.0
XX Tail 4.0 50.0
XXI + Spf 4.0
XXII _pf 4.0
XXIII + spf 4.0 50.0
XXIV -pf 4.0 50.0
XXV Head + 8pf 4.0 50.0
XXVI Mean + pf 4.0 50.0
XX VII Tail + 8pf 4.0 50.0
Table 7.1: Two Stage Demonstration Cases
enforced independently and mutually while eliminating environment uncertainties. Various
magnitudes for the bounds were administered. Next, wind uncertainties were included
while incorporating specific force and dynamic pressure constraints. Independent density
variations were also applied with various inequality constraints. Finally, both wind and
density uncertainty cases were executed with 4.0 g specific force and 50.0 kPa dynamic
pressure constraints. A detailed discussion of the optimization cases is presented in the
remaining chapter and associated graphs are displayed in Appendix B.
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7.2 Baseline Design
A baseline solution was established which did not apply bounds on specific force
and dynamic pressure. This enabled other cases being studied to be initialized (before
optimization) using the baseline results. An optimal baseline solution was obtained that
satisfied the boundary conditions defined in the previous section.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
Baseline 14,044,107 2,242,812 36.31 78.64
Table 7.2: Design Parameters For Baseline Case
Table 7.2 displays the baseline design parameters. The maximum thrust is
significantly higher for stage one as compared to stage two. This is explained by the
rocket's need to overcome both gravitational and drag forces early in the flight by
accelerating in the radial direction to increase altitude. This is illustrated by looking at the
baseline state graphs in Figure B. 1. Stage one boosts the vehicle to higher altitudes and
larger radial velocity magnitudes. Stage two encounters a significant reduction in both
gravitational and drag forces thereby demanding lower maximum thrust designs. Since the
vehicle's radial velocity requirements are mostly satisfied by stage one, stage two functions
in a manner that primarily increases the eastern velocity magnitude.
The length of stage two seems quite long. If you subtract the fixed payload
length associated with the upper stage, stage one and stage two have similar lengths.
However, the overall vehicle length extends beyond that of realistic vehicle designs. The
overall vehicle length is unrealistic because of the in-line stacked booster configuration of
the vehicle. Use of strap-on boosters in combination with a core propulsive stage may
alleviate the unrealistic lengths associated with the stacked booster configuration.
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kgg) (k) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 350,595 144,840 53,667 60,424 495,435 114,091 609,526
Table 7.3: Mass Performance For Baseline Case
Table 7.3 lists the mass performance properties of the vehicle. Most of the
vehicle gross takeoff mass is propellant mass. Stage one demands a larger propellant mass
than stage two because of a larger propulsion system. Although stage two has a larger dry
mass than stage one, a significant part is due to the payload mass.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time(sec) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 85.74 309.94 395.68
Table 7.4: Staging Flight Times For Baseline Case
Staging flight times are shown in Table 7.4, with the majority of time flown by
stage two. Table 7.5 displays the state functions of the vehicle when staging occurs. The
radial velocity magnitude peaks at the staging time as shown in the state graphs. The
staging mach number is higher than conventional rockets due to the propulsion
performance model being used in this demonstration. Adjustments to this model may be
appropriate in future studies, possibly including a propulsion scale cost term in the
performance index that accounts for more than just dry mass.
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
Baseline 38.890 -11.96 2,105 -823 7.11
Table 7.5: Staging Time State Functions For Baseline Case
Figure B.2 shows the throttle control and gimbal control graphs for the baseline
case. The throttle setting remains at full throttle throughout the duration of lower and upper
stage flight. The boundary conditions used in the two stage demonstration eliminated the
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throttle down phases that were prevalent in the upper stage solutions. The profile of the
upper stage gimbal control resembles that of the profile obtained in the upper stage
demonstrations. However, the lower stage gimbal control reveals different characteristics.
Satisfying the equality constraints requires a flight path angle of 90* near the ground. The
gimbal angle accomplishes this by quickly rotating from a negative to a positive control
angle to boost the vehicle in the radial direction. The gimbal angle reduces as the transonic
region is approached. This aligns the thrust vector along the body of the vehicle to
overcome greater drag forces. The gimbal control continues to decrease and approaches a
minimum angle in the negative direction near the region of maximum dynamic pressure.
The large variation in gimbal control angles for the short time span may be an
issue to examine more closely in future studies. Hattis noted that the shuttle would have no
problem tracking the various gimbal angles if known where to point. Further examination
of this issue was not considered.
Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
Baseline 100.611 I 5.465
Table 7.6: Maximum Q and SF For Baseline Case
Figure B.2 displays the specific force and dynamic pressure profiles for the
baseline case. Table 7.6 lists the maximum specific force and dynamic pressure
encountered during the trajectory. The maximum dynamic pressure exceeds the acceptable
limits of current launch vehicles and the maximum specific force exceeds the limits imposed
for many payloads. Therefore, a more realistic trajectory design is obtained by using
inequality constraints to enforce more realistic bounds. The maximum specific force occurs
during lower stage operation just before stage separation. The upper stage maximum
specific force occurs near orbit conditions and has a magnitude slightly less than 4.0 g.
The effects of imposing inequality constraints are explored next in Section 7.3.
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7.3 Inequality Constraint Effects
The integrated design, trajectory, and control analysis provides the option to
include various inequality constraints. The trajectory and vehicle design may be altered by
imposing independent or mutual specific force and dynamic pressure bounds. Various
constraint magnitudes and combinations are chosen to provide insight into the effects on
vehicle design and performance. The effects of applying only specific force bounds are
explored first followed by applying only dynamic pressure bounds. Finally, a combination
of both bounds is applied and discussed.
7.3.1 Specific Force Inequality Constraint Effects
The effects of enforcing specific force bounds of 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, and 2.5 g's are
analyzed in this section. Optimal solutions were established for each case. Figure B.3
displays the state graphs and Figure B.4 shows the control and constraint graphs. Specific
force bounds of 4.0, 3.0, and 2.5 g's are presented together with the baseline case for a
comparison of profiles. Graphs of the 5.0 g specific force case were not included since
they were so similar to the baseline case (only a small portion of the baseline lower stage
trajectory violates the 5.0 g specific force restriction).
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
Baseline 14,044,107 2,242,812 36.31 78.64
SFmax = 5.0 12,832,484 2,267,695 36.93 78.13
SFmax = 4.0 13,036,751 2,298,947 36.96 77.99
SFmax = 3.0 14,011,903 2,128,740 38.90 75.42
SFmax = 2.5 14,121,410 2,217,877 39.25 76.09
Table 7.7: Design Parameters For Specific Force Inequality Constraint Cases
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Table 7.7 on the previous page lists the design parameters. The results indicate a
transition of performance responsibilities from the upper stage to the lower stage as more
restrictive bounds are enforced. Lower stage trajectories are more restricted than upper
stage trajectories necessitating lower stage adaption to the restrictions. Another outcome is
a reduction in upper stage propellant mass (see Table 7.8). The results in this section also
indicate a noticeable difference in vehicle design and performance characteristics between
the 4.0 g and 3.0 g cases. As the bound moves from the 4.0 g to the 3.0 g case, the upper
stage trajectory encounters the specific force restrictions being enforced.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 350,595 144,840 53,667 60,424 495,435 114,091 609,526
SF= 5.0 356,642 142,307 52,787 60,139 498,949 112,926 611,875
SF = 4.0 356,957 141,608 53,071 60,090 498,565 113,161 611,726
SF = 3.0 375,949 128,788 56,119 58,278 504,737 114,397 619,134
SF = 2.5 379,443 132,114 56,595 58,803 511,557 115,398 626,955
Table 7.8: Mass Performance For Specific Force Inequality Constraint Cases
Table 7.8 lists the mass performance properties for the demonstration cases.
Total vehicle mass enlarges as specific force bounds become tighter. This overall
expansion is composed of increases in both propellant mass and dry mass. Stage one
propellant mass grows with an accompanying extension of stage length to satisfy the
increased storage capacity requirements. However, stage two fuel mass decreases with a
similar reduction in stage length to satisfy diminishing fuel volume demands. Notice the
difference in both stage one and stage two fuel and dry masses between the 4.0 g and 3.0 g
constraint cases.
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 85.74 309.94 395.68
SFmax = 5.0 95.55 301.21 396.76
SFmax = 4.0 96.55 295.69 392.24
SFmax = 3.0 110.94 294.06 405.00
SFmax = 2.5 125.37 304.60 429.97
Table 7.9: Staging Flight Times For Specific Force Inequality Constraint Cases
The mass variations depend on the vehicle staging strategy and associated flight
times. Table 7.9 summarizes the vehicle flight times for both of the stages. The total flight
time expands as specific force bounds decrease in magnitude. This growth is attributed to
an increase in lower stage flight periods. Upper stage flight times tend to diminish as lower
stage flight times expand. These trends indicate that as flight times become longer the
propellant mass also grows.
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
Baseline 38.890 -11.96 2,105 -823 7.11
SFmax = 5.0 40.552 -11.71 2,150 -781 7.16
SFmax = 4.0 42.022 -11.52 2,161 -763 7.15
SFmax = 3.0 52.763 -11.92 2,359 -710 7.64
SFmax = 2.5 57.919 -12.60 2,318 -639 7.54
Table 7.10: Staging Time State Functions For Specific Force Inequality Constraint
Cases
Table 7.10 reveals the vehicle's state at the staging time. The trajectory of the
vehicle broadens as the bounds become more restrictive. Both the altitude and longitude
range expand providing the vehicle more freedom to satisfy constraints. The vehicle flight
path is less lofted as shown by the increasing eastern velocity and decreasing radial velocity
components. Staging separation occurs at higher mach numbers. The state graphs of
Figure B.3 show the trajectory characteristics described above.
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The throttle setting control graphs are displayed in Figure B.4. Specific force
requirements imposed on the trajectory are primarily satisfied using the throttle control.
The throttle setting remains at full throttle until the specified bound is encountered at which
time the vehicle linearly reduces the throttle setting to decrease the specific force. Both the
lower and upper stages require throttle down regions when the specific force is too large.
Longer throttle down regions are required as the bounds are reduced. The upper stage has
throttle down regions only in the 3.0 g and 2.5 g bound cases.
The gimbal angle control graphs are also shown in Figure B.4. The gimbal angle
is responsible for expanding the trajectory and decreasing the flight path angle as the
specific force constraints decrease in magnitude. The profile of the gimbal control is
similar to that discussed for the baseline case. The difference is that as the vehicle exits the
transonic region the angles commanded are more positive. This progression of positive
gimbal angles is more noticeable as the constraints are reduced. The purpose of the
positive gimbal angles is to pitch the vehicle to a more horizontal flight orientation. This
less-lofted trajectory correlates with a lower specific force on the vehicle.
Dynamic pressure and specific force profiles are illustrated in Figure B.4 and
maximum limits are listed in Table 7.11. The algorithm has successfully negotiated an
optimal solution that satisfies the restrictions on specific force. However, maximum
dynamic pressure magnitudes still exceed conventional rocket structure limitations. The
next section will explore the effects of imposing dynamic pressure inequality constraints.
Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
Baseline 100.611 5.465
SFmax = 5.0 89.279 5.073
SFmax = 4.0 92.668 4.005
SFmax = 3.0 102.433 3.008
SFmax = 2.5 99.782 2.505
Table 7.11: Maximum Q and SF For Specific Force Inequality Constraint Cases
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7.3.2 Dynamic Pressure Inequality Constraint Effects
Application of dynamic pressure inequality constraints independent of other
constraints was conducted and the results are discussed in this section. The algorithm
successfully determined optimal solutions for a wide range of dynamic pressure bounds,
30.0-70.0 kPa. The state graphs are presented in Figure B.5 while control and constraint
graphs are shown in Figure B.6. Again the number of cases that are included in the graph
profiles has been reduced to emphasize the more important cases, 30.0-50.0 kPa. Baseline
profiles are included for a comparison.
The dynamic pressure profile in Figure B.6 reveals that the magnitude is greatest
during stage one operation. Enforcing lower dynamic pressure bounds throughout this
region affects stage one operations. Not only are stage one operations affected but stage
two design and performance characteristics adapt to the changing conditions.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
Baseline 14,044,107 2,242,812 36.31 78.64
Qmax = 70.0 12,383,560 2,398,931 36.69 79.43
Q max = 60.0 11,831,890 2,490,913 36.96 80.00
Qmax = 50.0 11,545,883 2,510,534 37.51 79.93
Qmax = 40.0 11,578,798 2,608,172 37.71 80.79
Qmax = 30.0 11,032,514 2,838,973 38.56 82.53
Table 7.12: Design Parameters For Dynamic Pressure Inequality Constraint Cases
Table 7.12 lists the design parameters associated with the various dynamic
pressure cases. When the pressure bounds are reduced, stage one maximum thrust
decreases as stage two maximum thrust increases. More thrust capacity is required by the
upper stage because of the dynamic pressure limitations placed on the lower stage. The
stage lengths increase to comply with the additional fuel requirements of both stages. The
fuel mass and dry mass performance properties are listed in Table 7.13.
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 350,595 144,840 53,667 60,424 495,435 114,091 609,526
Q = 70.0 354,223 148,744 52,009 61,105 502,967 113,114 616,081
Q = 60.0 356,893 151,613 51,601 61,576 508,506 113,177 621,683
Q = 5o.0 362,304 151,251 51,785 61,554 513,555 113,339 626,894
Q = 40.0 364,321 155,554 52,022 62,212 519,875 114,234 634,109
e = 30.0 372,656 164,179 52,176 63,571 536,825 115,747 652,572
Table 7.13: Mass Performance For Dynamic Pressure Inequality Constraint Cases
There is a notable increase in total vehicle mass as the pressure bounds decrease.
Both the total fuel and total dry masses contribute to the overall mass increase. The staging
flight times shown in Table 7.14 assist in explaining the variation of vehicle fuel masses.
Stage one flight times increase almost 40% to adjust to the decreasing constraints.
Although the lower stage propulsion system is smaller, the increase in its flight time leads
to larger fuel requirements. The dry mass of stage one grows because of the increase in the
stage's size. However, the magnitude of the dry mass is smaller than the baseline
magnitude because of the relative decrease in its propulsion size. Stage two fuel mass
increases despite the diminishing flight times. These greater fuel demands are dominated
by the increase in upper stage propulsion designs. The growth in both stage length and
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 85.74 309.94 395.68
Qmax = 70.0 98.44 297.64 396.08
Qmax = 60.0 103.86 292.20 396.06
Q max = 50.0 109.41 289.23 398.64
Qmax = 40.0 112.69 286.32 399.01
Qmax = 30.0 122.42 277.63 400.05
Table 7.14: Staging Flight Times For Dynamic Pressure Inequality Constraint Cases
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propulsion size contribute to the expansion in stage two dry mass characteristics.
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
Baseline 38.890 -11.96 2,105 -823 7.11
Qmax = 70.0 41.969 -11.40 2,056 .- 765 6.84
Qmax = 60.0 43.150 -11.12 2,018 -743 6.69
Qmax = 50.0 43.704 -11.03 2,030 -720 6.69
Qmax = 40.0 43.717 -10.81 1,974 -708 6.52
Qmax = 30.0 44.438 -10.30 1,870 -674 6.17
Table 7.15: Staging Time State Functions For Dynamic Pressure Inequality Constraint
Cases
Table 7.15 lists the state functions of the vehicle when staging occurs. There is a
trend here that differs from the one uncovered for the specific force inequality constraints.
The staging altitude and longitude range have increased and decreased respectively. In
addition, the staging eastern and radial velocity components have been reduced, leading to
smaller staging Mach numbers. This pattern leads to more lofted and slower trajectories
during lower stage operations, which is contrary to the specific force inequality constraint
demonstrations. These trends are visible in the state graphs of Figure B.5.
The lower stage trajectory characteristics are explained by examining both the
atmospheric density and free-stream velocity components of the dynamic pressure. Density
decreases exponentially as higher altitudes are reached. The advantages of lower densities
at the higher altitudes can be utilized by lofting the trajectory of the vehicle early in the
flight. The vehicle free-stream velocity is comprised of both eastern and radial velocity
components. The trajectory of the vehicle follows a course that reduces both of these
components by larger amounts as pressure bounds decrease. The consequence is a
reduction in vehicle free-stream velocity. These trajectory alterations allow more restrictive
dynamic pressure constraints to be satisfied.
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The dynamic pressure graph in Figure B.6 reveals that the region of greatest
dynamic pressure is divided in half. Both the throttle and gimbal controls adapt
independently in these two regions. This provides the necessary vehicle maneuvering
capability to adjust to the restricted flight profiles. The throttle setting control graph is
portrayed in Figure B.6. The linear throttle down regions associated with the specific force
bounds are not present in these profiles. The distinguishing feature of the new profiles is
the throttle bucket that appears early in the flight. The throttle bucket occurs in the first
half of the greatest dynamic pressure region, which is also the transonic Mach flow regime.
As the dynamic pressure bound decreases, the throttle bucket adjusts to lower throttle
settings.
The gimbal control profile is displayed in Figure B.6. The early flight control
characteristics are similar to those discussed for the baseline case. Changes occur as the
vehicle leaves the transonic region. The specific force cases showed that the flight path
angle decreases by increasing the gimbal angle. However, the opposite transpires for the
dynamic pressure cases. Flying a lofted trajectory requires larger flight path angles and
therefore more negative gimbal magnitudes. As the pressure bound is reduced, the gimbal
angle becomes increasingly negative to regulate the higher flight path angles. These gimbal
angle commands reduce the second half of the dynamic pressure magnitude to satisfactory
levels.
The gimbal control profiles in Figure B.6 span a wide range of angles. The
dynamic pressure case of 30.0 kPa includes a range of angles from -17" through 9". The
pressure bound of 40.0 kPa demands angles from -12" to 9*. Conventional rocket designs
include gimbal controls operating in a region that spans -9* to 9* from an installed cant
angle. The gimbal control designs obtained for the dynamic pressure cases are unrealistic
because they exceed conventional design requirements. This research effort did not attempt
to address these concerns. However, future research should include bounds on the gimbal
control angles.
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Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
Baseline 100.611 5.465
Q max = 70.0 70.017 4.783
Qmax = 60.0 60.010 4.525
Qmax = 50.0 50.034 4.421
Qmax = 40.0 40.030 4.350
Qmax = 30.0 30.093 4.553
Table 7.16: Maximum Q and SF For Dynamic Pressure Inequality Constraint Cases
Table 7.16 displays the maximum dynamic pressure for the various cases studied.
Together the throttle and gimbal angle controls divide the dynamic pressure region and
reduce the overall magnitude to acceptable levels. This is shown in the table above and in
the dynamic pressure graphs of Figure B.6.
The specific force profiles are also displayed in Figure B.6. The specific force
decreases in lower stage operation while the magnitude increases for upper stage operation.
The trends in maximum thrust designs for each stage explain these occurrences. A
diminishing lower stage thrust reduces external forces on the vehicle. An increasing upper
stage thrust design results in vehicle trajectories that have higher upper stage external
forces. Table 7.16 reveals that the overall magnitude of the specific force remains relatively
high and exceeds many existing vehicle design limitations.
Independent application of the specific force and dynamic pressure inequality
constraints shows that the algorithm can successfully accommodate and satisfy individually
requested bounds. There is a need to apply and enforce both specific force and dynamic
pressure inequality constraints in the design analysis. This should provide solutions that
are more realistic and comply with conventional design restrictions. Combined specific
force and dynamic pressure inequality constraints are implemented in the design
methodology and discussed in the next section.
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7.3.3 Combined Specific Force And Dynamic Pressure
Inequality Constraint Effects
The integrated analysis methodology was implemented to accommodate inequality
constraints for both specific force and dynamic pressure. Two cases were demonstrated:
4.0 g and 50.0 kPa as well as a 3.0 g and 30.0 kPa. In this section the later case is
discussed and the 4.0 g and 50.0 kPa case is used for comparison purposes when
discussing cases dealing with environment uncertainties. The bounds of 4.0 g and 50.0
kPa were chosen for the uncertainty studies because the more restrictive bounds of 3.0 g
and 30.0 kPa were difficult to enforce in the presence of environment uncertainties. Figure
B.7 shows the state graphs for the combined constraint case. Figure B.8 contains
associated control and constraint graphs. The baseline case and individual inequality
constraint cases of 3.0 g and 30.0 kPa are included in the graphs for comparison purposes.
It appears that the dynamic pressure bound is the most restrictive constraint.
When enforcing both specific force and pressure bounds, this trajectory exhibits qualities
that more closely resemble trajectories constrained only by dynamic pressure than those that
are constrained only by specific force. The state graphs of Figure B.6 clearly reveal these
interesting qualities.
Table 7.17 lists the design parameters associated with the cases being studied.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
Baseline 14,044,107 2,242,812 36.31 78.64
Qmax = 30.0 11,032,514 2,838,973 38.56 82.53
SFmax = 3.0 14,011,903 2,128,740 38.90 75.42
Qmax = 30.0 11,387,768 2,993,012 39.00 81.11
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.17: Design Parameters For Qma And SFm Inequality Constraint Cases
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The maximum thrust for the two stages is similar for the 30.0 kPa bound case and the 30.0
kPa/3.0 g case. The stage lengths vary to accommodate
in Table 7.18.
the different fuel quantities shown
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Baseline 350,595 144,840 53,667 60,424 495,435 114,091 609,526
= 30.0 372,656 164,179 52,176 63,571 536,825 115,747 652,572
SF = 3.0 375,949 128,788 56,119 58,278 504,737 114,397 619,134
Q = 30.0 376,947 157,137 53,030 62,877 534,084 115,907 649,991
SF = 3.0
Table 7.18: Mass Performance For Qmax And SFmax Inequality Constraint Cases
The mass performance table reveals that the dry mass and fuel mass values for the
combined constraint case are between the values given for the individual constraint cases.
The algorithm has successfully negotiated a mass performance solution by accounting for
both of the individual constraint solutions. The staging strategy of Table 7.19 also
indicates a compromise between individual constraint solutions. Although there is a mass
performance and staging strategy compromise, their values are close to those of the
dynamic pressure constraint case.
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
Baseline 38.890 -11.96 2,105 -823 7.11
Qmax = 30.0 44.438 -10.30 1,870 -674 6.17
SFmax = 3.0 52.763 -11.92 2,359 -710 7.64
Qmax = 30.0 47.505 -10.63 1,967 -626 6.39
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.19: Staging Time State Functions For Qmax And SFmax Inequality Constraint
Cases
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The staging flight times listed in Table 7.20 reveal that there is an increase in stage
one flight time and an accompanying decrease in stage two flight time for the two constraint
cases. However, the total vehicle flight time is similar to the result in the case that only
constrained dynamic pressure.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
Baseline 85.74 309.94 395.68
Qmax = 30.0 122.42 277.63 400.05
SFmax = 3.0 110.94 294.06 405.00
Q max = 30.0 129.22 269.78 399.00
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.20: Staging Flight Times For Qmax And SFmax Inequality Constraint Cases
The control strategy used for the combined constraint case explains the stage
flight time variation. The throttle setting control is displayed in Figure B.8. This graph
reveals that the throttle setting has incorporated the control strategies that were prevalent in
the individual specific force and dynamic pressure constraint cases. Linear throttle down
regions are present during both lower stage and upper stage operation to satisfy the specific
force bound. There is also a throttle setting bucket that appears early in flight to reduce the
dynamic pressure bound. Stage one flight time increases because a significant portion of
lower stage operation requires reduced throttle settings.
Although stage two operation also requires a throttle reduction, the upper stage
flight duration decreases because of the flight direction commanded by the gimbal angle.
The gimbal control is shown in Figure B.8. This control variable incorporates the lower
stage strategies for reducing dynamic pressure as discussed in the previous section.
However, the negative gimbal angle, which aids in reducing dynamic pressure, has
reduced in magnitude to a more acceptable level. The notable change occurs in the upper
stage gimbal control. The gimbal control commands a flight path that is more direct so
target orbit boundary conditions are reached faster.
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Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
Baseline 100.611 5.465
Qrmax = 30.0 30.093 4.553
SFmax = 3.0 102.433 3.008
Qmax = 30.0 30.046 3.012
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.21: Maximum Q and SF For Qmax And SFmax Inequality Constraint Cases
Table 7.21 shows that the maximum dynamic pressure and specific force bounds
have been satisfied. Both the dynamic pressure and specific force profiles are presented in
Figure B.8. The vehicle's trajectory successfully maneuvers along the 3.0 g and 30.0 kPa
boundaries. This demonstration reveals the importance of combining both specific force
and dynamic pressure inequality constraints when developing more realistic designs.
7.3.4 Summary Of Results
The integrated design, trajectory, and control analysis was applied using a variety
of specific force and dynamic pressure inequality constraints. Independent application of
the constraints yielded varying vehicle designs, control strategies, and trajectories. This
information in conjunction with the results from the combined inequality constraints
provides an abundance of design trade information. The results of the last section reveal
that designing the vehicle to accommodate dynamic pressure constraints yields designs that
are more robust to specific force bounds.
Combining both the specific force and dynamic pressure inequality constraints
with the integrated analysis methodology extends the algorithm's capabilities as a design
tool. More robust designs can be determined for the varying inequality constraint effects.
This analysis is a useful tool in the presence of environment uncertainties. The next section
explores the effects of winds in the integrated analysis methodology.
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7.4 Wind Effects
7.4.1 Introduction
The integrated design, trajectory, and control methodology was extended to
include the effects of environment uncertainties in the two stage rocket demonstration. The
effects of winds on vehicle performance are studied in this section. The wind profiles
shown in Figure 4.8 are used in the analysis. The profiles are divided into head, mean,
and tail wind components. Specific force inequality constraints of 3.0 g and 4.0 g are
enforced as well as a combined specific force and dynamic pressure constraint bound of
4.0 g and 50.0 kPa.
Reference [5] revealed that numerical sensitivities in the algorithm require the
wind magnitude to be increased gradually between optimization runs. These difficulties
were encountered during this research effort and strategies similar to those in [5] were
implemented to manage the situation. First, the wind model was modified to include a
wind scale factor that permitted the user to reduce the wind magnitude to more manageable
levels. Using the two stage baseline solution as the initial starting point for the optimization
analysis, a small wind magnitude was injected into the simulation. Scale factors as low as
a few tenth's percentage were sometimes used at the beginning of the analysis. As the
wind was introduced, a violation of the constraint boundary occurred requiring
convergence back towards the boundary. When the constraint violation was eliminated, the
scale factor was increased again and the process reiterated until a final solution was
obtained.
The results of the optimization runs indicate that full wind magnitude solutions
were not achieved for any of the head, mean, and tail wind profiles. Reference [5] revealed
that vehicle configuration sensitivities permitted only a certain magnitude of tail winds to be
implemented while still satisfying the state boundary conditions. Because difficulties in all
the wind profiles were encountered in this research, a careful examination was conducted to
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disclose whether the source of the problem was due to vehicle configuration sensitivities or
algorithm numerical issues.
Examination of the algorithm was conducted first because of previous numerical
problems. Further examination of the algorithm revealed that as the wind magnitude was
increased, the algorithm's ability to accommodate the increases gradually diminished.
Warnings appeared stating that matrix inversion calculations were becoming ill-
conditioned. The inaccurate inversion calculations propagated through additional numerical
computations resulting in highly nonlinear and unstable algorithm behavior. This matrix
problem was encountered in earlier demonstrations and traced to the issue of selecting
appropriate U and V matrices as defined in Equations 2.23-2.24 respectively. This
problem was resolved by adjusting the U and V matrices to reduce the magnitude of the
matrices. Therefore, additional efforts were focused on adjusting the gain matrices to
rectify the new problem. Unfortunately, these efforts were unsuccessful. A closer
analysis uncovered information showing that the M and InI matrices, defined in Equations
2.17-2.18 respectively, were the source of difficulty. Both of these matrices are used in
the matrix inversion calculation of the B matrix as defined in Equation 2.21. As the wind
magnitude increased, the M and IN matrices gradually progressed to a condition where
there were severe magnitude scaling deficiencies within the matrices. The current matrix
inversion routine was unable to manipulate this particular class of matrices. There may be a
physical explanation for these problems. It is quite possible that the wind effects have
resulted in terminal condition controllability problems.
Further examination of this issue is left for future studies. Sufficient design trade
information was gathered by injecting reduced wind magnitudes into the simulation.
However, the capabilities of the integrated analysis methodology as a design tool are less
effective in its present state. A broader range of wind profiles and magnitudes are required
to generate more robust vehicle designs. Therefore, the controllability problems should not
be overlooked in future studies.
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7.4.2 Wind Effects With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
The integrated design, trajectory, and control analysis was executed using a 4.0 g
specific force inequality constraint in the presence of wind uncertainties. Optimal solutions
were successfully acquired in the presence of reduced head, mean, and tail winds. Figures
B.9 - B. 14 display state, control, and constraint graphs for the various cases. A windless
case, which includes the 4.0 g specific force constraint, is included for comparison
purposes. Transition from head winds to tail winds reveals interesting design trends.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
No Wind 13,036,751 2,298,947 36.96 77.99
SFmax = 4.0
20% HW 14,585,488 2,324,916 36.21 78.88
SFmax = 4.0
25% MW 11,683,153 2,523,806 35.78 81.54
SFmax = 4.0
8% TW 13,445,557 2,613,350 34.58 83.33
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.22: Design Parameters For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
Table 7.22 lists the design parameters for the various cases being studied. The
values in this table combined with data given in additional tables reveal a trend in vehicle
design and performance. A transition from head winds to tail winds is accompanied by a
transfer of stage one fuel requirements to stage two fuel demands. This is more clearly
indicated by the fuel performance values listed in Table 7.23. Larger upper stage lengths
are required to accommodate the increase in fuel while smaller lower stage designs
accompany the diminishing fuel demands. The growth in upper stage dry mass is due to
the expansion in both stage length and maximum thrust. However, the lower stage dry
mass is dominated by the change in propulsion system properties despite the declining
stage length.
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Table 7.23: Mass Performance For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
The fuel mass features are explained by the staging strategies employed by the
vehicle. Table 7.24 depicts the staging state functions. The free-stream velocity decreases
as the wind's direction becomes tail oriented. This decreases the drag force on the vehicle
early in the flight resulting in a vehicle trajectory that is less lofted. These characteristics
are shown in the state graphs of Figure B.9, Figure B.11, and Figure B.13. The shorter
stage one flight times, given in Table 7.25, coupled with the drag reductions in lower stage
flight induce the diminishing fuel requirements.
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
No Wind 42.022 -11.52 2,161 -763 7.15
SFmax = 4.0
20% HW 39.324 -11.62 2,095 -790 7.09
SFmax = 4.0
25% MW 40.418 -11.34 1,929 -739 6.47
SFmax = 4.0
8% TW 35.179 -11.33 1,809 -796 6.30
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.24: Staging Time State Functions For Wind
Constraint
Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Wind 356,957 141,608 53,071 60,090 498,565 113,161 611,726
SF = 4.0
20% Hw 349,070 146,037 54,223 60,676 495,107 114,899 610,006
SF = 4.0
25% MW 345,144 159,260 50,282 62,573 504,404 112,855 617,259
SF = 4.0
8% TW 333,595 168,191 51,276 63,801 501,786 115,077 616,863
SF = 4.0
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
No Wind 96.55 295.69 392.24
SFmax = 4.0
20% HW 86.08 301.47 387.55
SFmax = 4.0
25% MW 101.78 303.27 405.05
SFmax = 4.0
8% TW 85.94 308.89 394.83
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.25: Staging Flight Times For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
The progression of winds from the head wind direction to the tail wind orientation
shows a transition of stage one separation to both lower Mach numbers and altitudes. This
necessitates greater performance from the upper stage to satisfy target orbit conditions.
This is shown by the longer stage two flight times, larger maximum thrust designs, and
increasing fuel requirements.
The restrictions placed by the 4.0 g specific force constraint in the presence of
winds cause the staging to occur earlier. As shown in the specific force inequality
constraint simulations, the vehicle linearly reduces the throttle setting while pursuing a
flight path that is less lofted to accommodate the specific force bounds. The wind
simulations also show a linear throttle reduction. However, the presence of the winds
generates a more lofted trajectory with the head wind case. The gimbal angle attempts to
account for this disturbance by invoking more positive control angles near the region of
greatest specific force. Both the throttle setting and gimbal angle controls cannot totally
accommodate the specific force bound in the presence of the winds. Therefore, modified
staging strategies are invoked to assist in attenuating the specific force in lower stage
operation. The throttle setting and gimbal angle controls are shown in Figure B. 10, Figure
B.12, and Figure B.14. These figures also display specific force and dynamic pressure
profiles.
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Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
No Wind 92.668 4.005
SFmax = 4.0
20% HW 111.969 4.056
SFmax = 4.0
25% MW 70.589 4.113
SFmax = 4.0
8% TW 98.284 4.098
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.26: Maximum Q and SF For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
Table 7.26 lists the maximum specific force and dynamic pressure magnitudes
encountered during the flights. Specific force bounds have been reduced to acceptable
levels with the variation in vehicle designs, staging strategies, and control techniques. The
wind presence produces the fluctuations in dynamic pressure magnitudes.
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Figure 7.1: Wind Profiles Encountered For Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
Figure 7.1 shows the wind profiles confronted throughout the vehicle's
trajectory. Although the wind magnitudes are relatively low, there is a notable difference in
designs required to optimally accommodate the disturbances. A 3.0 g specific force
constraint with the effects of wind uncertainties will be examined in the next section.
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7.4.3 Wind Effects With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
The integrated analysis methodology was applied using a specific force bound of
3.0 g in the presence of wind uncertainties. The results are discussed in this section and
reveal a radical shift in vehicle designs, trajectories, and control methods. Solutions were
found for both head and mean wind disturbances. However, a tail wind solution was not
obtained due to the numerical issues discussed previously. State, control, and constraint
graphs for the head and mean wind simulations are displayed in Figures B.15 - B. 18.
Included for comparison purposes is the windless solution with a 3.0 g specific force
bound.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
No Wind 14,011,903 2,128,740 38.90 75.42
SFmax = 3.0
15% HW 17,688,719 2,006,221 40.87 72.47
SFmax = 3.0
4% MW 9,936,913 2,205,672 41.37 75.62
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.27: Design Parameters For Wind Cases With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
Table 7.27 lists the design parameters for the various cases. The wind
disturbances have a major impact on lower stage designs and performance. Successful
accommodation of the 3.0 g limit requires larger stage one thrust to match the increasing
drag forces due to the head wind. However, the mean wind contains a tail wind
component early in the trajectory. This lowers the drag forces thereby attenuating stage one
thrust requirements. Again both lower and upper stage sizes adjust to the changing fuel
demands. Stage one length extensions are due to greater propellant storage requirements.
Table 7.28 lists the propellant and dry mass properties of the wind disturbance
cases. Lower stage propellant usage is dominated by the larger engine thrust for the
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Wind 375,949 128,788 56,119 58,278 504,737 114,397 619,134
SF = 3.0
15% HW 395,219 114,119 62,490 56,293 509,338 118,783 628,121
SF = 3.0
4% MW 399,502 129,821 53,550 58,501 529,323 112,051 641,374
SF = 3.0
Table 7.28: Mass Performance For Wind Cases With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
head wind case and a longer flight duration in the mean wind example. However, stage
two fuel use is dictated by a shorter flight time for the head wind condition and a larger
maximum thrust design for the mean wind scenario. The staging flight times are shown
below in Table 7.29.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
No Wind 110.94 294.06 405.00
SFmax = 3.0
15% HW 117.25 275.99 393.24
SFmax = 3.0
4% MW 144.30 287.35 431.65
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.29: Staging Flight Times For Wind Cases With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
The state graphs in Figure B. 15 and Figure B. 17 show that the vehicle flight path
angle is steeper in the presence of the head wind disturbance as compared to the mean wind
simulation. Essentially the vehicle is attempting to gain altitude into regions where the
wind effect is less prevalent. Higher staging altitudes are achieved and the increase in the
free-stream velocity generates higher staging Mach numbers. This is shown in the staging
time state functions of Table 7.30.
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East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
No Wind 52.763 -11.92 2,359 -710 7.64
SFmax = 3.0
15% HW 59.400 -11.62 2,619 -664 8.53
SFmax = 3.0
4% MW 52.911 -11.68 2,363 -645 7.59
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.30: Staging Time State Functions For Wind Cases With 3.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
The throttle setting and gimbal angle controls are displayed in Figure B. 16 and
Figure B. 18. The most notable changes due to the wind disturbances appear in the throttle
and gimbal controls. Both of the wind cases indicate a linear throttle reduction is necessary
in the maximum specific force region that occurs during operation of both the upper and
lower stage. However, the greater drag characteristics of the head wind component
provoke additional control authority during the lower stage maneuvering. A throttle bucket
appears as the vehicle traverses the transonic Mach regime. This bucket continues through
the region of greatest dynamic pressure. This throttle control effort is combined with a
gimbal control that commands negative angles to boost the vehicle into lower wind and
density regions. These strategies allow the vehicle to successfully fly along the 3.0 g
boundary in the presence of a head wind disturbance.
The mean wind profile exhibits a tail component early in the flight followed by a
change in wind direction toward a head component. This is recognized by the shift in
gimbal commands to more positive angles especially in regions of greatest specific force.
This reduces the flight path angle allowing the vehicle to travel for longer periods in the
region taking advantage of the reduction in drag forces. As the wind component shifts
during upper stage operation, the gimbal angle decreases to pitch the vehicle to higher
altitudes. Although this control strategy differs as compared to the head wind technique,
the specific force is reduced.
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Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
No Wind 102.433 3.008
SFmax = 3.0
15% HW 123.817 3.022
SFmax = 3.0
4% MW 52.118 3.040
SFmax = 3.0
Table 7.31: Maximum Q and SF For Wind Cases With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
Table 7.31 indicates that the magnitude of the specific force has been reduced to
the specified level of 3.0 g for the two wind cases. However, notice the effect of the winds
on the magnitude of the dynamic pressure. Head winds significantly increase the free-
stream velocity vector while tail winds have the opposite effect. The dynamic pressure is
very sensitive to these changes. Figure B. 16 and Figure B.18 display the specific force
and dynamic pressure profiles for the two wind cases.
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Figure 7.2: Wind Profiles Encountered For Cases With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
Figure 7.2 shown above discloses the two wind profiles injected into the
simulation. The wind magnitudes are quite small. However, the overall designs are more
sensitive to the wind disturbances when enforcing a 3.0 g constraint as compared to a 4.0 g
constraint. The effects of combined constraints and wind disturbances are explored next.
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7.4.4 Wind Effects With Combined Specific Force And
Dynamic Pressure Constraints
The last two sections discussed the impact of wind uncertainties in the integrated
analysis methodology while administering both a 4.0 g and 3.0 g specific force inequality
constraint. Vehicle designs, control strategies, and staging tactics were more sensitive to
wind disturbances in the 3.0 g case then in the 4.0 g case. The wind uncertainty effects
will be examined in this section while enforcing both 4.0 g specific force and 50.0 kPa
dynamic pressure constraints. The state, control, and constraint graphs are located in
Figures B.19 - B.24. A windless solution incorporating the combined constraints is
included for comparison purposes.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
No Wind
SFmax = 4.0 12,612,344 2,290,098 38.04 77.97
Qmax = 50.0
20% HW
SFmax = 4.0 12,513,795 2,454,708 36.39 80.25
Q max = 50.0
17% MW
SFmax = 4.0 12,650,329 2,431,856 36.92 80.12
Qmax = 50.0
5% TW
SFmax = 4.0 11,661,764 2,504,172 36.96 80.23
Q max = 50.0
Table 7.32: Design Parameters For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0
kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
Table 7.32 shows the vehicle design parameters. The upper stage maximum
thrust designs have increased. However, the stage length designs show the most variance
due to the impact of the winds. Stage one lengths have shortened by almost two meters
while stage two lengths have grown by approximately two meters. These design trends
are influenced by the vehicle masses. The vehicle mass distribution is shown in Table 7.33
and reveals similar trends in stage mass variations. There is a noticeable decrease in both
stage one fuel and dry masses with corresponding increases in stage two fuel and dry
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Wind
SF = 4.0 367,533 141,503 53,595 60,066 509,036 113,661 622,697
Q= 50.0
20% HW
SF= 4.0 352,791 152,854 51,880 61,687 505,644 113,567 619,211
= 50.0
17% MW
SF= 4.0 356,694 152,223 52,562 61,580 508,917 114,142 623,059
Q = 50.0
5% TW
SF = 4.0 357,352 152,740 51,400 61,733 510,093 113,113 623,226
Q 50.0
Table 7.33: Mass Performance For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0
kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
masses. Although there is a fluctuation in each stage's fuel and dry mass components in
the presence of wind disturbances, the total vehicle masses are relatively consistent with the
windless case. In other words, overall vehicle performance remains relatively unchanged,
however individual stage performance varies to accommodate the wind disturbances. This
distinction is noticeable in the stage flight times shown below in Table 7.34. Total flight
time remains relatively constant when compared to the windless solution but the individual
flight times vary in the presence of the winds.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
No Wind
SFmax = 4.0 108.35 296.65 405.00
Qmax = 50.0
20% HW
SFmax = 4.0 103.45 298.95 402.40
Q max = 50.0
17% MW
SFmax = 4.0 105.84 300.50 406.34
Q max = 50.0
5% TW
SFmax = 4.0 109.44 292.87 402.31
Qmax = 50.0
Table 7.34: Staging Flight Times For Wind Cases With 4.0
kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
g Specific Force And 50.0
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East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
No Wind
SFmax = 4.0 44.552 -11.560 2,163 -747 7.10
Qmax = 50.0
20% HW
SFmax = 4.0 43.152 -11.345 2,006 -739 6.66
Qmax = 50.0
17% MW
SFmax = 4.0 42.774 -11.416 2,010 -754 6.68
Qmax = 50.0
5% TW
SFmax = 4.0 43.869 -11.118 2,002 -739 6.63
Qmax = 50.0
Table 7.35: Staging Time State Functions For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
The state graphs in Figure B.19, Figure B.21, and Figure B.23 show the relative
consistency in overall vehicle performance. The slight differences in the vehicle flight path
are a result of the gimbal control strategies employed. The altitude and Mach number are
lower at staging with the winds present. This is noted above in Table 7.35.
The control and constraint graphs are displayed in Figure B.20, Figure B.22, and
Figure B.24. The bounds on dynamic pressure and specific force were satisfied as shown
in Table 7.36. During peak maximum dynamic pressure the gimbal direction is more
Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
No Wind
SFmax = 4.0 50.452 4.004
Q max = 50.0
20% HW
SFmax = 4.0 50.478 4.040
Qmax = 50.0
17% MW
SFmax = 4.0 50.679 4.027
Qmax = 50.0
5% TW
SFmax = 4.0 50.471 4.011
Q max = 50.0
Table 7.36: Maximum Q and SF For Wind Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0
kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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negative lofting the vehicle above head winds. For tail winds, the vehicle maintains more
of a horizontal heading using the gimbal to take advantage of the reduced drag. The wind
profiles are shown below in Figure 7.3
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Figure 7.3: Wind Profiles Encountered For Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0
kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
7.4.5 Summary Of Results
Application of the wind uncertainties yielded information concerning the
robustness of the vehicle design and performance to these disturbances. Individual specific
force bounds were enforced revealing vehicle designs that were more sensitive to the wind
disturbances when a 3.0 g bound was enforced as compared to a 4.0 g bound. Combined
inequality constraints show that overall vehicle design and performance remain consistent
with windless solutions. However, the individual stage designs and performance are
highly sensitive to the wind disturbances with tradeoffs between the stages usually quite
prevalent.
The control and staging strategies show the flexibility required to accommodate
both the inequality constraints and wind uncertainties. It is this flexibility that allows the
vehicle to fly trajectories that are similar in nature to undisturbed trajectories. The effects of
density variations will be discussed next in Section 7.5.
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7.5 Density Variation Effects
7.5.1 Density Variation Effects With 4.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
The effects of a 4.0 g specific force constraint in the presence of density
variations is the next subject of discussion. A value of 2.0E-06 was chosen for Par to
allow the density magnitude to vary by 40%. Solutions were obtained for both increases
and decreases in density and the results are compared to a solution where no density
variation occurred. The state graphs are displayed in Figure B.25 and control and
constraint graphs are shown in Figure B.26. The symbol, - 8 pf, indicates a linearly
decreasing density magnitude whereas the symbol, + 8pf, suggests just the opposite.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
No SPr 13,036,751 2,298,947 36.96 77.99
SFmax = 4.0
- 86p 13,073,302 2,390,390 35.84 80.00
SFmax = 4.0
+ 8pf 12,265,132 2,211,835 37.71 77.80
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.37: Design Parameters For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
Table 7.37 lists the vehicle design parameters for the density cases. This table as
well as additional tables shows that there is a great deal of symmetry involved in the
solutions. An increase in density will induce a response that is opposite of that due to a
decrease in density. The maximum thrust for both the upper and lower stages increases for
lower density magnitudes. Moreover, the design thrusts decrease for greater density
magnitudes. These results are influenced by the specific force restriction. The
combinations of thrust and mass allow the vehicle to accommodate specific force limitations
in the most efficient manner possible.
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Spf 356,957 141,608 53,071 60,090 498,565 113,161 611,726
SF = 4.0
-Spf 345,940 151,624 52,036 61,454 497,564 113,490 611,054
SF = 4.0
+ 8pf 364,243 140,632 52,850 59,861 504,875 112,711 617,586
SF = 4.0
Table 7.38: Mass Performance For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
Table 7.38 discloses vehicle mass performance information. Total vehicle mass
shrinks in the presence of lower density disturbances and expands when larger density
magnitudes are encountered. The largest variations in mass occur in stage one fuel
performance. These fuel mass fluctuations are influenced by the change in drag force on
the vehicle. The drag force is a function of the atmospheric density, which has a greater
overall magnitude during lower stage operation. The results indicate that lower
atmospheric density combined with a shorter stage one flight time significantly reduce the
lower stage fuel requirements. However, higher atmospheric density calls for additional
lower stage fuel as well as longer flight times. Table 7.39 shows the staging flight times
for the various cases.
Table 7.39: Staging Flight Times For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
No Spf 96.55 295.69 392.24
SFmax = 4.0
-
6 pf 92.64 304.44 397.08
SFmax = 4.0
+ 8pf 103.57 305.20 408.77
SFmax = 4.0
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
No 8pf 42.022 -11.52 2,161 -763 7.15
SFmax = 4.0
- 8pf 39.768 -11.58 2,018 -780 6.79
SFmax = 4.0
+ Spf 41.663 -11.93 2,189 -747 7.22
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.40: Staging Time State Functions For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g
Specific Force Constraint
The vehicle trajectory is most affected by the presence of higher densities. The
total flight time is much longer. The state graphs in Figure B.25 more clearly indicate the
impact of higher density profiles. The lower stage operation region shows that the
vehicle's trajectory has lengthened. This is accomplished by flying at lower flight path
angles as shown in the graph. Also, the combination of radial and eastern velocity
components in Table 7.40 reveals the lower flight path angle flown.
The gimbal angle control displayed in Figure B.26 is responsible for the lower
flight path angles flown by the vehicle. This is most noticeable in regions of maximum
dynamic pressure, which occur during stage one operation. The direction of the gimbal
angle is deflected to more positive orientations commanding the vehicle to rotate in the
horizontal direction. This thrust angle is more efficient by minimizing steering losses
associated with the normal thrust component. The direction of the thrust is more aligned
with the instantaneous direction of travel.
The throttle setting is also displayed in Figure B.26. The throttle reduces linearly
in regions of maximum specific force. This control strategy has been seen in previous
discussions and allows the vehicle to satisfy specific force constraints by reducing the
external forces that are greater during maximum thrust acceleration. The addition of density
uncertainties has not affected this particular control strategy. The differences that can be
seen are due to different staging times incorporated during the flight.
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Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
No Bpr 92.668 4.005
SFmax = 4.0
- Spf 91.749 4.004
SFmax = 4.0
+ Bpf 92.413 4.019
SFmax = 4.0
Table 7.41: Maximum Q and SF For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
Table 7.41 shows the maximum dynamic pressure and specific force that occur
during vehicle operation. Their profiles are presented in Figure B.26. The control and
staging strategies have successfully maneuvered the vehicle to fly along the 4.0 g boundary
in the presence of different atmospheric densities. The density profiles in Figure 7.4 reveal
the density variations applied. The variation is more noticeable near the orbit conditions.
The magnitude of the dynamic pressure is surprisingly similar, but quite large. To reduce
this magnitude, the dynamic pressure inequality constraint will be included in the analysis.
This is discussed in the next section.
1E+01 !
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Figure 7.4: Density Profiles Encountered For Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
Constraint
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7.5.2 Density Variation Effects With Combined Specific Force
And Dynamic Pressure Constraints
As shown is Section 7.5.1, the dynamic pressure approaches magnitudes that
exceed operational limits on most current launch vehicles. A dynamic pressure inequality
constraint of 50.0 kPa was enforced to reduce the dynamic pressure to more reasonable
levels. This constraint was combined with a 4.0 g specific force bound while including the
effect of density variations. The solutions are discussed below. State graphs are shown in
Figure B.27. Control and constraint graphs are displayed in Figure B.28. A case that does
not include density variations is presented for comparison purposes.
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
No Spr
SFmax = 4.0 12,612,344 2,290,098 38.04 77.97
Qmax = 50.0
- 6pf
SFmax = 4.0 13,156,494 2,388,426 37.56 78.20
Qmax = 50.0
+ 6pf
SFmax = 4.0 12,090,979 2,268,237 38.82 77.09
Q max = 50.0
Table 7.42: Design Parameters For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
Table 7.42 shows the vehicle design parameters. Similar design trends occur
here as they did for the results of the last section. Larger maximum thrust designs occur
for both stages operating in reduced density regions. Smaller maximum thrust designs
result for both stages in the presence of greater density regions. However, restricting the
dynamic pressure when density variations are present has altered stage one lengths as
compared to the results of the last section. Stage one extends to accommodate increasing
fuel demands. In general, stage two characteristics are similar to the results of the last
section and are not as sensitive to the dynamic pressure restraint as stage one parameters.
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No 8pf
SF = 4.0 367,533 141,503 53,595 60,066 509,036 113,661 622,697
= 50.0
-
8 pf
SF = 4.0 362,815 142,645 53,791 60,328 505,460 114,119 619,579
= 50.0
+ 8 pf
SF= 4.0 375,187 137,109 53,712 59,489 512,296 113,201 625,497
= 50.0
Table 7.43: Mass Performance For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
Table 7.43 reveals the mass properties of the vehicle. For the density variation
cases, the combined constraints have resulted in larger overall vehicle mass characteristics
as compared to the specific force constraint cases. Variations in density reveal that regions
of lower density reduce overall vehicle mass while the opposite effect on vehicle mass
occurs for greater density regions. Again stage one fuel demands vary the most because of
the density fluctuations and shifting staging flight times. Table 7.44 shows the vehicle
flight time information. Notice the significant difference in total flight time for the
decreasing density variation case. Both the lower and upper stage flight times decrease for
this particular case.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
No 8prFmax = 4.0 108.35 296.65 405.00
Qmax = 50.0
- 6pfFmax 4.0 105.47 286.71 392.18
Qmax = 50.0
+ 6pfSFmax = 4.0 113.58 290.21 403.79
Qmax = 50.0
Table 7.44: Staging Flight Times For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
No Spf
SFmax = 4.0 44.552 -11.56 2,163 -747 7.10
Qmax = 50.0
- 8pf
SFmax = 4.0 43.322 -11.15 2,148 -737 7.06
Qmax = 50.0
+ Spf
SFmax = 4.0 45.219 -11.44 2,237 -721 7.29
Qmax = 50.0
Table 7.45: Staging Time State Functions For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g And
50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Specific Force Constraints
The last section revealed that an increasing density variation affected the trajectory
of the vehicle more so than a decreasing density. It appears that the opposite situation has
transpired with the addition of the dynamic pressure constraint in this analysis. Figure
B.27 displays the state graphs. In these graphs, the vehicle's path is more steep initially to
take advantage of the reduced density at higher elevations where the dynamic pressure is
the greatest. This happens for the increasing density case also but is more noticeable for
the decreasing density scenario. The values in Table 7.45 indicate the difference in the
vehicle's state when staging occurs.
The trajectory is modified because of the changes in the throttle and gimbal
controls required to accommodate the inequality constraints shown in Table 7.46.
Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
No 6pfSFmax = 4.0 50.452 4.004
Q max = 50.0
SFmax = 4.0 50.670 4.037SFm.. = 4.0
Q max = 50.0
+ 8pfSFmax = 4.0 50.436 4.005
Qmax = 50.0
Table 7.46: Maximum Q and SF For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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The gimbal angle varies the most during the period of maximum dynamic pressure. There
is also a throttle bucket that appears during the peak pressure period. A tradeoff in control
strategy occurs for the two density variations. Meeting the required constraint boundary
requires a deeper throttle bucket and less gimbal angle for the decreasing density variation.
The opposite scenario appears for the increasing density variation. Both control and
constraint graphs can be seen in Figure B.28.
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Figure 7.5: Density Profiles Encountered For Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force And
50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints .
The density profiles are depicted in the graph above. Again the density
fluctuation is more noticeable near orbit where the density variation is the greatest.
7.5.3 Summary Of Results
The density variation effects were included in the integrated analysis methodology
providing insight into vehicle design robustness. Increasing and decreasing linear
variations yielded an interesting conglomeration of symmetric vehicle designs. However,
the density variation effects on the trajectory were amplified in some cases by enforcing
inequality constraints. The trajectory for the specific force cases was altered more with
larger density magnitudes whereas smaller density magnitudes had more noticeable effects
on the trajectory when also enforcing the combined inequality constraints.
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7.6 Combined Wind And Density Variation
Effects
7.6.1 Wind And Density Variation Effects With Combined
Specific Force And Dynamic Pressure Constraints
The integrated analysis methodology has successfully demonstrated the ability to
discern system design tradeoffs due to the effects of separately applied wind and density
uncertainties. Additional computer analysis incorporated the effects of both the
environment uncertainties to simulate more realistic atmospheric conditions. Head, mean,
and tail winds as well as an increasing density variation were combined. In addition, both
4.0 g specific force and 50.0 kPa dynamic pressure constraints were included to represent
trajectories constrained due to vehicle structure and payload limitations. Figures B.29 -
B.34 display state, control, and constraint graphs for the various cases. A case that
excludes environment uncertainties but includes both 4.0 g specific force and 50.0 kPa
constraints is included for comparison purposes.
Examination of the resulting vehicle designs depicted in Table 7.47 reveal a
scaling back of stage one designs and an expansion in stage two characteristics when the
environment uncertainties are present. Similar design trends resulted due to the presence of
Maximum Maximum
Case Stage One Stage Two Stage One Stage Two
Thrust Thrust Length Length
(N) (N) (m) (m)
No Wind
No Spr 12,612,344 2,290,098 38.04 77.97
10% HW
+ 8pf 12,587,051 2,472,911 37.25 79.75
5% MW
+ Spf 11,635,086 2,442,787 37.05 80.92
5% TW
+ apf 12,059,837 2,384,093 37.92. 78.81
Table 7.47: Design Parameters For Wind And Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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only wind uncertainties. Comparison of the design properties in Table 7.32 and Table 7.42
indicates that the properties of Table 7.47 are compromises between individual wind and
density effects. Combining the environment uncertainties results
accommodate both of the individual uncertainty effects.
in designs that try to
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Total Total Total
Case Fuel Fuel Dry Dry Fuel Dry Vehicle
Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)
No Wind
No 8pf 367,533 141,503 53,595 60,066 509,036 113,661 622,697
10% HW
+ Spf 361,731 150,372 52,800 61,399 512,103 114,199 626,302
5% MW
+ 8pf 362,896 156,195 51,451 62,091 519,091 113,542 632,633
5% TW
+ SPr 367,014 145,659 52,804 60,701 512,673 113,505 626,178
Table 7.48: Mass Performance For Wind And Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
Table 7.48 above shows the mass properties of the vehicle as well as the transfer
of mass from stage one to stage two due to the uncertainties. The dry mass also reduces
for stage one and expands for stage two. Comparing the total vehicle mass with the values
indicated in Table 7.33 and Table 7.43 shows that the total vehicle mass increases in the
presence of both uncertainties.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Total
Case Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time
(sec) (sec) (sec)
No Wind
No 8pf 108.35 296.65 405.00
10% HW
+ ipf 105.83 291.95 397.78
5% MW
+ 8p 110.41 307.00 417.41
5% TW
+ Bpf 112.03 293.31 405.34
Table 7.49: Staging Flight Times For Wind And Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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The staging flight times in Table 7.49 reveal similar characteristics when
compared to results of treating only the individual wind uncertainty effects. Stage one
flight time tends to increase as the winds progress from head to tail orientations. However,
the added increase in density has now lengthened the overall stage one flight times as
compared to the times listed in Table 7.34 for the wind uncertainty effects. It is also
apparent that the total vehicle flight time has increased with the addition of the increased
density.
East Radial Mach
Case Altitude Longitude Velocity Velocity Number
(km) (deg) (m/s) (m/s)
No Wind
No 8pf 44.552 -11.560 2,163 -747 7.10
10% HW
+ 8pf 44.447 -11.520 2,035 -737 6.73
5% MW
+ 8 pf 45.448 -11.545 1,948 -764 6.49
5% TW
+ 8pf 43.756 -11.327 2,111 -723 6.93
Table 7.50: Staging Time State Functions For Wind And Density Variation Cases With
4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
Table 7.50 reveals the vehicle's state condition when staging occurs. The
combined effect of the uncertainties induces lower staging Mach numbers and altitudes.
However, altitudes and Mach numbers fall between values indicated for the individual
uncertainty effects shown in Table 7.35 and Table 7.45. The state graphs in Figure B.29,
Figure B.31, and Figure B.33 reveal that the combined uncertainty effects have no major
impact on the trajectory design. Flight path angles show the most change.
The control graphs in Figure B.30, Figure B.32, and Figure B.34, show that the
lower stage control strategy changes to accommodate the environment uncertainties. The
lower stage throttle setting has both of the familiar bucket and linear throttle regions with no
major differences as compared to the no wind and no density variation case. However, the
stage one gimbal angle has changed in the area of maximum dynamic pressure to adjust the
vehicle's flight path angle. As the wind component changes from a head to a tail
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orientation the gimbal angle adjusts from a negative to a positive bearing. This has the
effect of increasing the vehicle flight path angle during head winds and decreasing the
flight path angle during tail winds.
Maximum Dynamic Maximum Specific
Case Pressure Force
(kPa) (g's)
No Wind
No 8pr 50.452 4.004
10% HW
+ 5pf 51.498 4.018
5% MW
+ 8pf 49.768 4.011
5% TW
+ Spf 50.577 4.005
Table 7.51: Maximum Q and SF For Wind And Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
The dynamic pressure and specific force profiles are displayed in Figure B.30,
Figure B.32, and Figure B.34 while the maximum values are indicated in Table 7.51
above. The boundary values have been satisfied. However, the head wind and greater
density have made it increasingly difficult to reduce the dynamic pressure magnitude.
Figure 7.6 shows the head, mean, and tail wind profiles encountered during the
vehicle's ascent.
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Figure 7.6: Wind Profiles Encountered For Wind And Density Variation Cases With
4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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7.6.2 Summary Of Results
The integrated analysis methodology successfully demonstrated the ability to
incorporate and analyze the effects of combined environment uncertainties on desired,
optimized vehicle designs. Vehicle robustness issues are disclosed by this process. The
uncertainty effects reveal that lower stage design and performance characteristics are
sensitive to both the winds and densities. However, stage one changes inevitability affect
stage two characteristics. Stage one performance diminishes requiring compensation in
overall vehicle performance by demanding greater stage two performance. The
consequence is a preference for larger upper stage configurations and mass properties with
smaller lower stage configurations and mass properties.
The vehicle control strategies are affected by the environment uncertainties
primarily during stage one operations. The gimbal angle adapts to the uncertainties by
redirecting the thrust to adjust the flight path angle of the vehicle. The ascent profile against
head winds indicates a steeper vertical climb during periods of maximum dynamic pressure
to minimize drag losses. However, the ascent during tail winds is more shallow taking
advantage of reduced drag and minimizing gravity losses.
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Chapter Eight
CONCLUSION
8.1 Summary Of Thesis Results
Mission and system design development are accomplished through a process of
tradeoff analyses. Both the capabilities and requirements that define a mission and the
supporting system seldom correspond without some modification. The goal is to attain the
best compromise between these factors. However, the goal is difficult to achieve without
providing a basis for a valid comparison of the design compromises. An integrated
configuration, trajectory, and control design methodology was developed by Draper
Laboratory to systematically develop valuable design trade information.
This research effort utilized the integrated analysis methodology for the
development of a two stage rocket vehicle concept for low earth orbit satellite injection.
Combined system configurations and design specific operational trajectories were
ascertained to maximize mass performance while satisfying operational and physically
derived vehicle constraints. Furthermore, the integrated analysis methodology was
extended to include both wind and environment density variability. Vehicle design and
performance sensitivities were ascertained for envelopes of inequality constraints and
environment conditions. This information is essential to the development of more robust
launch vehicle designs.
The objective of the launch vehicle's ascent phase is to deliver the payload to the
intended orbit. Small changes in the ascent profile can significantly affect the feasible
payload and the desired launch vehicle design. In the simulations conducted, ascent
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performance is influenced by energy losses resulting from thrust and drag profiles, gravity,
and steering. Optimal trajectories attempt to minimize these losses while satisfying
operational constraints in the presence of environment variability. As a result, the
simulations reveal ascent trajectories that dramatically differ due to the wide range of
constraints and environmental conditions that were considered.
Two major trajectory trends were revealed by the simulations. The first trend
results from a combination of specific force inequality constraints, decreasing density
variations, and tail winds. The ascent profile exhibits a shallower climb to orbit altitude by
following a more horizontally oriented flight path. This minimizes steering and gravity
losses at the cost of increasing drag and reducing the operating efficiency of the thrust
force. The second trend is associated with dynamic pressure inequality constraints,
increasing density variations, and head winds. These trajectories are steeper with a vertical
climb more evident in the early phase of the ascent. This minimizes drag losses and
maximizes engine thrust performance but at the cost of additional fuel in most cases.
A vehicle that exhibits these two opposing ascent trajectory trends requires
flexibility in the management of controls that maneuver the vehicle. This is evident from
the wide variety of control settings found. The throttle controls include linear throttle down
regions and throttle buckets. The gimbal controls display large fluctuations in the thrust
angle direction. Most fluctuations in the controls appear to indicate that lower stage control
authority is especially sensitive to the effects of inequality constraints and environment
characteristics.
The launch vehicle fuel mass properties are also sensitive to changes in both
dynamic pressure and specific force inequality constraints as well as both wind and density
variations. The appreciable differences found in the required fuel mass dictate
corresponding changes in vehicle configuration designs to accommodate the varying fuel
volume requirements. As a result, there is a substantial variation in overall vehicle mass.
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The information generated from the integrated analysis methodology provides an
essential component of the information needed to develop more robust launch vehicle
designs that have reduced sensitivity to constraint and environment variations.
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8.2 Suggestions For Future Research
The integrated analysis methodology proved to be an effective design tool in the
development of a staged rocket vehicle concept especially in the presence of environment
variations. However, the simulations conducted in this thesis were based on simplified
environment and vehicle models to promote easier algorithm implementation. Improvement
in these models as well as the implementation of additional features will result in more
realistic designs and extend the algorithm's ability as a design tool.
8.2.1 Booster Staging Strategies
Staging is useful for a number of reasons. Expended booster elements are
discarded when the fuel has been expended reducing the vehicle mass that has to be
accelerated to higher altitudes. An additional consideration is that the engines required for
initial liftoff and acceleration of a fully loaded vehicle are too powerful to be used after
considerable fuel has burned and the remaining overall mass is lower. One result of this is
higher stress loads with the higher acceleration requiring more mass to provide structural
strength. Staging alleviates these problems.
Although staging was used in this analysis, a stacked configuration was used
resulting in overall configuration lengths that were unrealistic. Reference [15] suggests a
few staging scenarios that may result in more realistic designs. For example, the first
staging activity could involve the separation of strap-on-boosters followed by a second
staging that sheds a booster and ignites a new propulsion system. These staging strategies
could include overlapping propulsive phases with delayed core ignition. They should be
assessed in future studies for sensitivity comparison to the stacked vehicles.
8.2.2 Propulsion Performance
Efficient utilization of the propulsion system occurs when the vehicle operates at
high altitudes. However, if the engine is designed for sea level operation, it is much less
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efficient at the higher altitudes of flight. This issue was resolved by designing the lower
stage engine for sea level operation and the upper stage engine for a fixed design altitude of
43.0 kilometers. The staging state information presented throughout Chapter Seven
showed that optimal solutions maximized upper stage propulsion performance by selecting
staging altitudes that were near heights of 43.0 kilometers. Incorporating the staging
design altitude as a design parameter would provide greater flexibility in selecting staging
strategies and maximizing the propulsion performance of the upper stage.
8.2.3 Gimbal Angle Control
The gimbal angle, 0, was used as a control variable in this design analysis to
orient the direction of the thrust vector. A gimbaled nozzle provides the minimum
performance degradation for a thrust vector control strategy but presents major design
challenges. A couple of these challenges were uncovered in the simulations. The rate at
which the gimbal control angle changes as well as the range of angles spanned throughout
the trajectory require careful examination. The angle rate magnitude is a concern early in
the trajectory as the vehicle maneuvers from a vertical liftoff ascent profile to a more
horizontally oriented flight path. To accommodate the various inequality constraints as well
as environment uncertainties, a range of gimbal angles is sought that exceeds those
achieved on conventional rocket designs. Future studies should incorporate bounds
restricting the realizable rate and range of gimbal angles.
Although gimballing was used in this research effort as a mode of vehicle
steering, methods other than engine gimballing may be used to effect thrust vector control.
For example, these methods may include nozzle injection or jet vanes. These techniques
control the vehicle orientation by deflecting the flow of the engine exhaust stream. This
approach would be difficult to model and reduces the performance of the engine by
introducing drag into the exhaust stream. Care must be taken if these alternative steering
methods are considered.
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8.2.4 Aerodynamic Heating
Aerodynamic heating of the nose fairing during low-altitude ascent may impose
thermal loads that are important to the vehicle design. This effect was not treated in this
analysis and may require consideration as an additional performance measure.
8.2.5 Dynamics Models
Although in general both lift and drag depend on the angle of attack, the dynamics
model was assumed to be independent of the angle of attack. This implies that the free
stream relative velocity vector is aligned along the vehicle at all times. This was necessary
to limit the complexity of the aerodynamics for this research. However, the result was that
lift aerodynamics were neglected from the formulation of the dynamics altogether. A more
accurate analysis would include nonzero angle of attack and lift in the state equations.
8.2.6 Vehicle Mass
The structural coefficient, e, is defined in [8] as the ratio of total structural mass to
the sum of both total propellant and structural masses. This ratio is a measure of the
_= (mD - mp) (8.1)
(mD - mp + mPr)
vehicle's maximum mass performance. The Space Shuttle tank design yields a structural
coefficient of 0.0414 as given in [8]. This represents the practical limits for current launch
vehicles. The two stage baseline solution given in Section 7.2 produces a structural
coefficient of 0.1667. This is quite high and reflects the conservative estimates used in the
formulation of the mass models presented in Chapter Four. Modification of these models
to reflect current technology should improve the vehicle mass estimates and reduce the
structural coefficient to more reasonable levels.
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8.2.7 Adaptive Metrics
A considerable amount of time is consumed in each simulation adjusting the
metrics as the solution converges to optimality. This is necessary because not all the
controls and design parameters converge uniformly. Currently, the metrics are adjusted
manually by stopping the algorithm and establishing the region of sensitivity for continued
stable convergence. As was suggested in [12] and strongly encouraged again, a method
should be devised to adjust the metrics automatically on a per iteration basis. This would
significantly reduce the amount of lag time involved in ascertaining the region of proper
metric sensitivity.
8.2.8 Separate Inequality Constraint Functions
Combined 4.0 g specific force and 50.0 kPa dynamic pressure bounds were
chosen for the uncertainty studies because more rigid bounds of 3.0 g and 30.0 kPa were
difficult to enforce in the presence of the environment uncertainties. Reducing the bounds
to 30.0 kPa and 3.0 g during lower stage operation was possible but the upper stage
specific force bound could not be satisfied. One possible solution to this problem, which
was also suggested in [5], would be to modify the methodology to incorporate separate
inequality constraints during the staging operations. This algorithm adjustment would
provide additional flexibility in reducing both dynamic pressure and specific force to
desired bounds.
8.2.9 Controllability Issue Associated With Wind Uncertainties
Section 7.4.1 explained the numerical problem associated with the M and Ivyy
matrices. The addition of the environment uncertainties caused the two matrices to become
poorly scaled. Resolution of this problem might require either a rescaling of the matrices or
the utilization of alternate matrix inversion procedures. However, there may be a physical
explanation for these problems. It is quite possible that the wind effects have resulted in
terminal condition controllability problems. This issue should be examined further.
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Correcting the problems would allow larger wind magnitudes to be included in the
simulations and would support development of more robust vehicle designs.
8.2.10 Launch Vehicle Propellant
The current propulsion system model uses a liquid bipropellant system for both of
the stages. A choice of LH2 and LO2 was used for the fuel and oxidizer respectively
because of the high specific impulse associated with this bipropellant combination. In
addition, this propellant system offers better thrust control, as compared to solid fueled
boosters, by allowing throttling of the engines. However, examination of strap-on solid
motors should be considered if alternative booster staging strategies are investigated. Solid
motors have the distinction of being both simple and storable. Although solid motor
specific impulses are not as good as liquid bipropellant systems, the mass ratio of the
motors is significantly better than liquid systems. A combination of the two systems is
often employed. Solid rocket motors can provide the necessary velocity change whereas
the liquid rocket system can provide the required throttling control during the solid motor
burn.
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Appendix A
UPPER STAGE GRAPHICAL
RESULTS
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Figure A.1: State Graphs For Baseline Case
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Figure A.2: Control, Specific Force, And Flight Path Angle Graphs For Baseline Case
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Figure A.3: State Graphs For Specific Force Inequality Constraint Cases
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Figure B.2: Control And Constraint Graphs For Baseline Case
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Figure B.16: Control And Constraint Graphs For 15% Head Wind Case
With 3.0 g Specific Force Constraint
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Figure B.17: State Graphs For 4% Mean Wind Case With 3.0 g
Specific Force Constraint
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Figure B.18: Control And Constraint Graphs For 4% Mean Wind Case
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Figure B.19: State Graphs For 20% Head Wind Case With 4.0 g Specific Force
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Figure B.20: Control And Constraint Graphs For 20% Head Wind Case With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.21: State Graphs For 17% Mean Wind Case With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.22: Control And Constraint Graphs For 17% Mean Wind Case With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.23: State Graphs For 5% Tail Wind Case With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.24: Control And Constraint Graphs For 5% Tail Wind Case With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.25: State Graphs For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g
Specific Force Constraint
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Figure B.26: Control And Constraint Graphs For Density Variation Cases
With 4.0 g Specific Force Constraint
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Figure B.27: State Graphs For Density Variation Cases With 4.0 g Specific Force
And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.28: Control And Constraint Graphs For Density Variation Cases
With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.29: State Graphs For 10% Head Wind And Density Variation Case With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.30: Control And Constraint Graphs For 10% Head Wind And Density Variation
Case With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.31: State Graphs For 5% Mean Wind And Density Variation Case With 4.0 g
Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.32: Control And Constraint Graphs For 5% Mean Wind And Density Variation
Case With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.33: State Graphs For 5% Tail Wind And Density Variation Case With 4.0 g
Specific Force and 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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Figure B.34: Control And Constraint Graphs For 5% Tail Wind And Density Variation
Case With 4.0 g Specific Force And 50.0 kPa Dynamic Pressure Constraints
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